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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC FAMILY JOURNEYS
WITH G ADVENTURES
See other side for more details on the new way for families to see the world.

WE’RE ALL FAMILY.
National Geographic Family Journeys with G Adventures is a new
line of trips for adventure-loving families in search of a meaningful
way to discover the world together. The trip itineraries are specially
designed so travelers of all ages can explore a destination’s rich
and diverse characteristics. Each itinerary features unique,
interactive activities inspired by National Geographic’s expertise in
photography and storytelling, wildlife, culture, history, and
geography to encourage kids and adults alike to connect with the
world around them. Two specially trained CEOs accompany
travelers every step of the way to ensure a safe, structured, and
fun trip. Families will enjoy enlightening experiences, the freedom
to explore, quality time together—and they’ll return home with a
heightened sense of wonder.

Visit gadventures.com/au/ngfamilyjourneys for full details.

WHAT MAKES FAMILY
JOURNEYS UNIQUE?
• Thoughtfully crafted itineraries
that combine engaging
experiences and leisure time
designed specifically for families
• Interactive activities inspired by
National Geographic’s expertise
in photography and storytelling,
wildlife, culture, history, and
geography
• Pre-departure resources and
materials from National
Geographic to inform and excite
every member of the family about
their upcoming adventure
• Two dynamic CEOs (Chief
Experience Officers) who are
specially trained to engage with
young travellers
• Comfortable and convenient
accommodations
• Kid-friendly meal options
throughout the trip
• Dedicated customer service
consultants, known as Family Trip
Specialists, to help families with
travel preparation and planning
from the moment they book
• A group of usually 20 or fewer
like-minded family travellers
• 100% guaranteed departures:
once you book, you’re going
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CRUISE RUSSIA 2020
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WITH

VOLGA DREAM CRUISING
EARLYBIRDS OUT NOW
13-Day deluxe cruise tours ex St Petersburg
& Moscow, with included sightseeing and hotels.

CONTACT OUR DEDICATED RUSSIAN SPECIALISTS TODAY:
Email - info@beyondtravel.com.au
www.cruise-russia.com.au

Call - 1300 363 554

Order your brochures from Brochure Flow
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AGENTtalk

Win a trip to
Paris for two
ONE AUSSIE agent is going to win a trip for
two to one of the most romantic cities in
the world.
DriveAway is offering the all-expenses paid
trip to Paris in conjunction with Air France,

Atout France and Peugeot Open Europe.
The prize includes two flights to Paris,
seven nights’ accommodation, $1,000
spending money and tickets to the Moulin
Rouge and Bateaux Mouches experiences.
To be in with a chance to win,
agents have to make a Peugeot Open
Europe booking before June 30 for
collections in 2019.
■ driveaway.com.au

MAKE A DATE WITH HAWAII
AGENTS ARE being encouraged to save the
date for Australia’s largest annual Hawaii
roadshow, Aloha Down Under, which will be
returning in August.
Organised by Hawaii Tourism Oceania
(HTO), the event will run from August 5 to 13
and will visit Brisbane, Melbourne, Sydney,
Parramatta, Christchurch and Auckland. It
will feature a number of representatives
from accommodation, airline and activity
suppliers in Hawaii.
“In 2018, over 400,000 visitors from the
Oceania market travelled to the Hawaiian
Islands, the highest visitor numbers seen by
this region to date,” said Giselle Radulovic,
Country Manager Australia for HTO.
“Travel agents remain an integral part of
the booking process and Aloha Down Under
6 | W W W. T R AV E LTA L K M A G . C O M . A U

is the perfect opportunity for agents to
become well versed in the destination.
“Aloha Down Under remains an
increasingly popular event, with more than
1,000 agents attending across Australia and
New Zealand each year.”
The roadshow’s five-day program will
also include a dedicated B2B function and
media event, where attendees will have
the opportunity to network and learn more
about the Aloha state.
Guests will enjoy live Hawaiian
entertainment, get all the latest destination
updates from the HTO team and have a
chance to win trips to the islands.
For further information on Aloha Down
Under, contact Hawaii Tourism Oceania at
■ info@hawaiitourism.com.au

YOU ARE
INVITED TO
SHOWCASE
THAI EVENT
THE BIGGEST marina in Southeast Asia will
play host to the largest travel trade event in
Thailand next month.
Thailand Travel Mart Plus (TTM+) will
be held at the Ocean Marina Yacht Club
in Pattaya from June 5 to 7. The event is
Tourism Authority of Thailand’s (TAT) annual
business-to-business showcase but also
incorporates its Greater Mekong Subregion
(GMS) counterparts.
Australian buyers are invited to attend
the event, which will be pushing Thailand’s
lesser-visited areas through TAT’s ‘New
Shades of Emerging Destinations’ theme.
First organised in 2001, TTM+ aims
to promote travel to Thailand and its
neighbouring regions by informing and
educating participants on the country’s
destinations and tourism offerings.
As well as exposing some of Thailand’s
‘hidden gems’, this year’s event is focusing
on becoming more eco-friendly, particularly
through a crackdown on the unnecessary
use of plastics.
Some 350 sellers from across Thailand
and GMS are expected to be involved in
TTM+ 2019, along with at least 300 buyers
from more than 60 nations.
■ thailandtravelmartplus.com

Cash or cabin?
APT HAVE announced their ‘Cash or Cabin’
incentive is on again for 2019.
Agents can experience APT or
Travelmarvel’s (depending on which brand
you sell more of ) seven-night Mekong river
cruise first hand or opt for $1,000.
To win, book and deposit any four APT/
Travelmarvel Europe River, Mekong River or
APT Kimberley Coast cruises before May 31.
For more information, call 1300 668 298.

AGENTtalk

Left: Iguazu Falls
Above: Rio de Janeiro

The grateful eight to claim $20,000 prize
ABERCROMBIE & KENT has announced a
major Latin America incentive for Australian
agents.
Book a client on an A&K journey before
June 15 for travel in 2019 and you’ll earn
points to be in with a chance to win.
The prize is a place on an exclusive, allluxury A&K educational to Argentina and
Brazil for 11 days (including return Air New
Zealand flights) valued at $20,000.
The itinerary runs from August 23 to
September 3 and begins in Buenos Aires,
travels through the Ibera Wetlands and
Iguazu Falls to Rio de Janeiro.
Highlights include the chance to explore
the neighbourhoods of Buenos Aires on a
guided city tour that includes the parks of
Palermo, the old quarters of San Telmo, the

La Boca district and La Bombonera stadium.
In the evening, you’ll witness a private
tango demonstration, lesson and show at the
famous Rojo Tango cabaret. While you enjoy
the passion, precision and glamour of the
national dance, dine on traditional Argentine
dishes paired with select local wines.
Guests will also be able to get up close
and personal to the Iguazu Falls and take
a cable car ride to the top of Sugarloaf
Mountain in Rio.
There are only eight spots up for grabs:
five will be awarded to the consultants with
the highest points tally at the end of the
incentive with three wildcards available for
agents who have made at least one A&K
booking during the promotion period.
■ abercrombiekent.com.au/AgentEducational

THE TRIP INCLUDES:
•

Return economy class flights ex SYD,
BNE, MEL, ADL, PER to Buenos Aires
with Air New Zealand

•

Internal Flights: Buenos Aires to
Posadas/Iguazu Falls to Rio de Janeiro/
Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Aires

•

Accommodation on a single share
basis throughout

•

All meals, including a ‘Chef’s Table’
experience

•

A&K touring and special experiences,
such as a private visit to Grande Rio’s
Warehouse Samba School

•

No participation fee.

Head to the Northern
Territory for an amazing
camper holiday
Whether you’re a family looking for
variety, a young couple looking for
adventure or an older couple looking
to travel at your own pace, the Northern
Territory will give you lasting memories
you won’t find anywhere else.
Not only is it amazingly vibrant, but
also incredibly diverse with experiences
to suit every age and budget.
Britz has a range of 2WD and 4WD
campers giving you freedom to
explore the magical top end.
Britz branches are in Darwin and
Alice Springs.
Contact us or your travel agent for
our DO THE NT specials on
1800 331 454 or britz.com.au

als

Campervan. 4WD. Car Rent

#GoByCamper

BRI0725_Update Britz Travel Talk_4WD_185x130mm.indd 1
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AGENTtalk: Famils

Powderhounds
lap up the Big 3
THE CANADIAN ski resorts of Panorama and
Banff have rounded out the eight-day agent
adventure that was the 2019 Sno’n’Ski Mega
Famil.
After experiencing the best of Jasper
and Lake Louise with two nights at each,
the group of 30 Australian agents traversed
to Panorama Mountain Resort in the East
Kootenay Rockies of British Columbia.
Checking in at Panorama Springs Lodge,
the agents were quick to take advantage
of the resort’s direct connection to the
mountain with ski-in/ski-out access to the
beginner lifts and the Mile 1 Express from
their apartment accommodation.
Trista Mogridge, a Flight Centre
Consultant from Brisbane, said the
temperature during the day was a bonechilling zero degrees, but that didn’t stop
her from slipping into the lodge’s renowned
(and Canada’s largest!) slope-side hot pools.
“It may have been snowing outside, but
it was a toasty 40 degrees in the pools,” said
Trista.
“There are just so many activities to enjoy
while here. Our Paradise Mine snowmobile
tour was epic and would have to be the most
fun you could possibly have on a mountain
without skis.”
A two-hour drive then landed the agents
in the major ski centre of Banff, which is
famous for its proximity to the ‘Big 3’ (Banff
Sunshine, Lake Louise and Mt. Norquay) and
its thriving nightlife.
Thanks to Banff Gondola, the agents were
8 | W W W. T R AV E LTA L K M A G . C O M . A U

able to summit the peak of nearby Sulphur
Mountain in less than 10 minutes.
This offered a great vantage point from
the comfort of a newly renovated summit
centre, which has a theatre, interpretive
centre and restaurant at an elevation of
7,486 feet.
Megan Laureau, a Travel Consultant with
Helloworld in Toowoomba, said her pick of
the ‘Big 3’ mountains was Banff Sunshine.
“Being an intermediate skier, I really liked
Sunshine’s gentle terrain,” said Megan.
“It also has up to two double black
extreme free ride zones for really
experienced skiers and boarders, so it really
does cater to all levels.”
Those in the group who prefer smaller ski
resorts with less crowds loved Mt Norquay
(also known as the local’s hill). This easily
accessible resort is only minutes from
downtown Banff and offers plenty of runs for
all levels.
Here, the group took their pick of a
range of on snow activities including skiing,
snowboarding or tubing.
Daniel Walker, General Manager, Sno’n’Ski,
said the annual Mega Famil would return in
2020.
“We’ve come up with a winning formula
– the finest snow resorts, a legendary crew
and a focus on education through only the
very best experiences – and each year the
itinerary just gets bigger and better,” he
added.
“The famil’s format allows attendees

Above: Panorama
Below: Lake Louise

to completely immerse themselves in the
intricate layers of each destination.
“This year’s ski road trip of a lifetime is
sure to remain in the agent’s thoughts long
after bidding the mountains farewell.”
To check out this year’s Mega Famil
highlight reel, search the Instagram hashtag
#snonskimega2019.
Sno’n’Ski is currently promoting several
early bird Canada ski packages, including
a seven-night stay and ski Banff deal from
$889 per person based on twin share. Offer
is valid until May 30 (pricing and availability
is subject to change).
■ snonski.com.au

PIONEERS OF LUXURY AFRICAN SAFARIS
Handcrafted Private & Small Group Journeys
Abercrombie & Kent invented the luxury tented photographic safari in East Africa in the early 1960s,
and we’ve remained the benchmark for quality and adventure on the continent in the many decades
since. Today, we operate dozens of local offices, luxury camps, and conservation and community
development projects throughout Sub-Saharan Africa, with experts on the ground to serve the world’s
most discerning, intrepid and enlightened travellers in South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe,
Zambia, Mozambique, Tanzania, Rwanda, Kenya, Uganda and Ethiopia. Whether your clients are
tracking predators along the waterways of the Okavango Delta, climbing Mt Kilimanjaro, trekking to a
remote gorilla community in the Impenetrable Forest, following the Great Migration across the Serengeti
or Masai Mara, or on another bespoke cultural and wildlife experience anywhere in Africa, an A&K
luxury safari is quite simply the greatest outdoor adventure holiday they will ever have. Act now to secure
the finest properties, the most knowledgeable guides and the best game-viewing experiences on earth.

Talk to an Abercrombie & Kent Africa Specialist on 1300 851 800.

www.abercrombiekent.com.au

Experience the
Great East Africa
Migration in vintage safari style
on our Limited Edition Small
Group Journey, ‘Kenya Under
Canvas’. Places still available on
our September 2019 departure,
from $13,995 per person
twin share.

AGENTtalk: Famil Review

Where being small
brings big rewards
SAIBRA TWIGG from Australind Travel & Cruise Centre in Western
Australia reviews APT’s ‘Majestic Norwegian Fjords’ Small Ships
itinerary on a famil with Travellers Choice.
AFTER A challenging four-kilometre hike,
I conquered the climb up to the amazing
Pulpit Rock (Preikestolen).
Even with my fear of heights I was
compelled to move to the edge of the
dramatic rock formation to take full
advantage of the breathtaking views of
Lysefjord below.
I did so, I confess, from a lying position,
but the experience will stay with me forever.
This was day five of my 15-day APT Small
Ship adventure through the Norwegian
Fjords on Island Sky.
The Norwegian leg* of this exclusive
Travellers Choice famil began in Oslo, a city
of beautiful parks and charming inner city
streets lined with blooming flower pots.
We explored Vigeland Park, featuring

more than 200 thought-provoking
sculptures by Norwegian artist Gustav
Vigeland, and took a journey back in time
at the Viking ship museum, home to three
impressively crafted and preserved ships
from that age (800-1100AD).
An undoubted highlight of the voyage
was the beautiful city of Bergen (day seven),
one of three Norwegian sites included on
the UNESCO World Heritage List.
The colourful wooden merchant houses
lining the waterfront were fascinating, as
was the city’s lively Fisketorget (fish market)
near the wharf.
I built up my courage to try some local
food, including a reindeer sausage and some
dried whale meat. Personally, I would not
recommend the latter.

Saibra Twigg from Austra
lind Travel
& Cruise Centre in Weste
rn Australia

Bergen is rich in culture and music, and
the itinerary included a visit to the home of
Edvarg Grieg, Norway’s greatest composer.
Many passengers also took the Fløibanen
funicular (one of the country’s best-known
attractions) up to Fløyen, which is located
320 metres above sea level and offers
extraordinary views.
Island Sky offers 57 suites, all with outside
views and some incorporating private
balconies. There are also public lounges and
bars, and a large outside deck from where
you can view the ever-changing vistas.
We cruised through some spectacular
fjords – including Hardangerfjord,

APT HAS launched their
2020 Small Ships brochure,
offering Superdeal savings
when booked before
November 30.
Deals include flying
business class for $2,995
per person including taxes.
This offer is available on
selected Japan trips across
2020 departures and cabin
categories.
When booking selected trips early, guests can also
take advantage of a ‘companion fly free including
taxes’ offer.
Other Superdeals include fly free including taxes,
air credits and save $2,400 per couple on select
itineraries.
■ aptouring.com.au
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Sognefjord and Naeroyfjord – and around
every turn there was a new mountain
(occasionally snow-capped), green pasture,
quaint small village, waterfall or glacier.
APT also offered a large variety of onshore
experiences en-route, with excursions to
Viking villages, waterfalls, lighthouses, stave
churches in small villages, cheese tasting,
morning teas and local lunches. They
certainly put their Zodiacs to good use!
A hike up to Briksdal Glacier delivered
another incredible sight to see. The icy
blue colour of glacial lakes and rivers is just
gorgeous.
A trip to Norway would not be complete
without experiencing the Flam railway. As
well as being one of the world’s most scenic
train trips, it’s also one of the steepest, with
the journey taking passengers from the fjord
in Flam to the mountain station Myrdal,
867 metres above sea level. The views are
breathtaking and include an abundance of
cascading waterfalls.
A celebration was to be had by all as we

cruised into the Arctic Circle on day 13. We
were now among the spectacular Lofoten
Islands.
The islands have been the centre of the
north east Atlantic cod fisheries for 1,000
years. We visited the famous fishing village
of Nusfjord with its colourful houses and
adorable bakery.
As we headed toward Tromso, our final
destination, we did an extra special cruise
into the famous Trollsfjord, a stunning narrow
gorge surrounded by steep mountains. Only a
small ship has access to a place like this.
Travelling on a small ship provided other
opportunities to venture to smaller, less
populated places and it allowed us to avoid
the huge crowds (as well as the long waits
to embark and disembark) that come when
travelling on larger ships.
I would highly recommend advising
clients to explore this part of the world in a
small ship if at all possible.
* APT’s Majestic Norwegian Fjords sailing
begins in Copenhagen.

IS IT A BIRD? IS IT A PLANE?

Chicago

NO, IT’S SUPERTOUR
GLOBUS FAMILY of Brands (GFOB) is
preparing for its highly-anticipated annual
Supertour.
This year, the 20 top selling agents from
Australia will be heading to America for
an all-expense paid trip to experience the
southern charm of St. Louis, Nashville,
Memphis and New Orleans, as well as the
architectural hub of the U.S., Chicago.
Taking place from May 26 to June 5, the
itinerary will include the Memorial Day

festivities and celebrations in Chicago,
visiting Graceland (the former home of
Elvis Presley) in Memphis and learning
about Cajun cuisine at the New Orleans
School of Cooking
Spots on GFOB’s annual Supertours are
reserved for top sellers of Globus, Cosmos,
Monograms and Avalon Waterways.
Details about the Supertour 2020 will be
announced in September.
■ globusfamily.com.au
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AGENTtalk: Famil Review

My hip life as a
Caribbean queen
KIRIN GREENLAND, a Senior Consultant and CLIA Cruise Master,
reviews a recent famil to the Caribbean with Helloworld Travel,
United Airlines and Princess Cruises.
OUR TRIP began in some style with the
chance to sample the economy plus product
on a United Airlines Dreamliner.
The extra leg space and wider seats made
for a great flight on this new route from
Sydney to Miami via Houston. It was well
worth the upgrade and I would recommend
it to anyone.
We spent two nights in Miami with
activities that included a walking foodie tour
while taking in the Art Deco designs and
murals and learning the history of the area.
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Ocean Drive in South Beach is where it
all seems to happen. It has Cuban, Mexican
and American-style influences. The lifestyle
and Art Deco buildings gave it a hipster,
beach culture where people enjoy running,
swimming, cycling, volleyball, or just having
a coffee in one of the many cafes, bars and
restaurants.
We saw the house where Versace lived
until he was murdered, which has now been
converted into an expensive hotel. We also
got to try Cuban coffee, which I would liken

to a Turkish coffee. It is a strong, sugary
drink commonly shared among the locals in
South Beach. We enjoyed dinner at Naked
Tacos where you can get some of the best
margaritas and the tacos are amazing. Miami
is an eclectic city with a lot to see and do.
If you get the chance to go to an American
College Football game, it is like nothing I
have ever seen before. The atmosphere at
the game is just buzzing with excitement
and action and is an experience I would
recommend to anyone visiting the States.
We then travelled to Fort Lauderdale
where we boarded the Regal Princess and set
sail for the Caribbean! A trip of a lifetime.
The first stop was Princess Cays, the cruise
company’s very own island in the Bahamas.
There is a day full of activities waiting, from
feeding the stingrays to sitting in the water
on a blow-up float and just sipping a cocktail.
You can also spend the day learning to use a
stand-up paddleboard or paddle bike.
The next stop was probably my favourite,
St Maarten in the U.S. Virgin Islands, where
I experienced an amazing excursion. The
‘Flying Dutchman’ is a shore tour offered by
Princess Cruises to the steepest zip line in
the world.
From here you get a superb view of St
Maarten and the neighbouring islands.
The trip starts with a tour of the restored
plantation originally built in the 1700’s and
bit of history on the area and what life was
like back then. You are then taken up the
mountain on two chairlifts to begin your
descent down the zip line.
The highlights onboard Regal Princess
included the fantastic array of culinary
treats on offer. I particularly enjoyed two of
the signature restaurants, Crown Grill and
Alfredos. There are also many other great
dining options, including complimentary
choices such as the buffet, burgers and pizza
on the pool deck or the main dining room
for a more traditional style.
The Caribbean is still on a lot of
Australian’s wish lists and I certainly
appreciated having the opportunity to
cross it off mine with some fabulous travel
colleagues.

AGENTtalk: Fresh Faces

NTIA 2019
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I’m based at Head Office where we have
“On behalf of the AFTA Board of Directors,
nearly 50 support staff assisting our advisors
I want to thank the many sponsors who
with the ancillary tasks that come with running
remain committed to the industry’s only true
a small business, leaving them more time to
awards program,” said Westbury.
help their clients create trips of a lifetime!

•
•
•

“AFTA has built a strong and prestigious
brand in the National Travel Industry Awards
over the last 12 years. AFTA delivers the
National Travel Industry Awards on behalf
of the Australian travel community. They
are your awards, so I invite you to take part
once again and help us celebrate excellence
within our industry.”
Igor Kwiatkowski, Qantas Executive
Manager Sales and Distribution, said
the airline was proud to continue its
longstanding partnership with AFTA and be
the major sponsor of the NTIA again in 2019.
“The travel industry is growing and
changing rapidly to meet the evolving
needs of our customers. It’s great to see
that reflected in the introduction of new
award
for next year,” said Mr
Kercategories
ryn Taylor, Ma
rketing and
Kwiatkowski.
Communications Mana
ger at MTA
“These awards recognise outstanding
commitment in our industry so we
encourage agents from around Australia to
Q: What’s
main
thing people
get
involvedthe
in the
nomination
process.
should
know
about
MTA?
“Our teams look forward
to another year
A:collaboration
MTA was started
a family business
of
andas
partnership
in 2019.”
nearly
20 years ago and has maintained its
■
afta.com.au
family feel and values – everyone is treated
as an individual and not just a number.
Cultural fit is really important at MTA –
our conferences
areopened
more like
a huge family
Nominations
– January
21
reunion
and
there
is
a
real
collaborative
Category nomination submissions
feeling
amongst
all15
our
advisors.
due
– March
(selected

2019 NTIA Key Dates:
•
•

categories)
Q: What’s
your top travel tip?
– March
25–
A:•TryNominees
to get outannounced
and meet some
locals

•
•
•
•

you’llVoting
be surprised
what you
opensat
– March
26learn or see
that you won’t see in the tourist guide books.
Finalists announced – May 20
Seeing a place from a local’s perspective
Ticket
sales – Mayand
21 insightful and
can be
so eye-opening
period
– June
12 to June
givesJudging
you a much
more
enlightened
feel for
21 (judged
categories
only)
a destination
compared
to the
well-trodden
tourist
path.
Gala
dinner – July 20
■ mtatravel.com.au

•
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AGENTtalk

LICENCE TO WIN
HAS AGENT
CALIFORNIA
DREAMIN’

Give your clients a
Titanic adventure
DO YOU have clients who are always looking
for the next big thing in experiential travel?
How about a once-in-a-lifetime trip 3,800
metres below the sea to the wreck of the
Titanic?
OceanGate Expeditions (OGE) is offering
agents the chance to become an OGE
affiliate. Once qualified, agents can then
offer clients places on Titanic Survey
Expeditions, travelling on the first manned
submersible missions to the wreck in 14
years.
Citizen explorers, known as ‘mission
specialists’, are active participants in the
expedition. They serve in roles such as dive
communications, navigation and tracking,
photography and image analysis, scientific
data collection, each providing measurable
value to the expedition.
“Our expeditions are for aspiring
explorers that want an adventure, to get
involved and be a part of documenting
history and participating in science,” said
Stockton Rush, CEO of OceanGate.
“Our mission specialists are people
that care about the ocean and the
preservation of the historic site for future

LUCKY SEVEN
GET THE POINTS

SCENIC HAS announced the winners of
its competition to launch the new global
e-learning platform – Scenic Agent Academy.
“We received an overwhelming response
and positive feedback from the agents
that completed the first series of the Agent
Academy training modules with more than
1,000 agents across Australia and New Zealand
registering,” said Emma Davie, Director Trade
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generations, while going places and
doing things very few people in the entire
world have done.”
The world’s only five-person deep sea
submersible, known as Titan (pictured
above), will transport participants 3,800
metres below the sea surface where the
shipwreck rests.
“The expedition is not for everyone. This
isn’t a series of five-course meals on a yacht
anchored off white sand beaches. This is a
hands-on expedition experience,” added Mr
Rush.
Participating travel agencies and agents
must qualify for the program. Upon
acceptance agents will have access to
the full range of OceanGate expeditions,
including the Titanic Survey Expedition and
customised client expeditions.
Certified affiliates receive training, sales
and marketing support and priority booking
opportunities for available mission dates.
Availability on the 2019 Titanic Survey
Expedition beginning next month is limited
but the company is already accepting
applications for 2020.
■ titanicsurveyexpedition.com

Sales and Commercial Partnerships Scenic.
“They were very impressed by the
structure and product and sales tips that
they discovered along the way, while
completing the river cruise modules.”
As a launch incentive for agents to
experience the Agent Academy, Scenic offered
$1,000 Scenic Rewards points to the first
consultant in each Australian state to complete
the four launch courses by February 28.
The next 50 to register and complete the
courses received $100 Scenic Rewards points.
■ scenic.com.au/agentacademy

GENEVIEVE HOFMAN of Everton Park Flight
Centre in Queensland has won a road trip in
America worth more than $7,000.
The prize was offered at the recent Visit USA
expos held across Australia and was provided
by California STAR, Visit California’s digital agent
training platform and supplier directory.
The competition encouraged agents to
customise their own California licence plate
and then upload a photo to Facebook or
Instagram, along with a caption explaining
their dream road trip, hash tagging
#CaliforniaSTARRoadTrip.
Genevieve’s entry was chosen for its
creativity, diversity and excellent knowledge
of the state and suppliers, acquired through
her STAR training.
The lucky winner’s road trip will begin
with a hike in the Santa Monica Mountains
before re-fuelling at Grand Central Market in
Downtown LA. She will then head to Death
Valley National Park for a palaeontology tour
and to sleep under the stars.
Next up, Genevieve will enjoy a guided
zip-line tour in Yosemite National Park
(pictured) and on to Lake Tahoe for a soak in
Brockway Hot Springs. Her final hike will be in
Redwood National Park to spot some of the
tallest trees in the world.
Genevieve’s journey will end in San
Francisco, checking out Golden Gate Bridge,
the Mission Murals and Fisherman’s Wharf.
■ star.visitcalifornia.com/au

The winners of the $1,000 Scenic
Rewards points were:
Chantelle Swift - Helloworld Lake
Haven (NSW); Julie Berzins - Helloworld
Canberra Centre (ACT); Kelsey Hicks Travel & Cruise Yarrawonga (VIC);
Jessica Driessen - Helloworld Travel
Gladstone (QLD); Lorien Everett - Phil
Hoffmann Travel Glenelg Cruise (SA/NT);
Ngahuia Parata - Travel Key Leederville
(WA); Louella Horne - RACT Travel
Kingston (TAS).

Clifden Castle

AGENTtalk

THE NOMINEES ARE NAMED
THE AUSTRALIAN Federation of Travel
Agents (AFTA) has revealed the 2019
National Travel Industry Award (NTIA)
Nominees.
The full list of nominees is available on
the AFTA website.

Finalists in categories that do not
appear in the list below are determined
through a separate nomination
submission process which is assessed by
external and independent assessors.
■ afta.com.au

Voted categories include:
• Best Domestic Airline
2019 NTIA
• Best Airline International – On Line
KEY DATES
• Best Airline International – Off Line
• Finalists Announced – May 20
• Best Cruise Operator – Domestic Deployment
• Ticket Sales – May 21
• Best Cruise Operator – International Deployment • Judging
Period – June 15 to
• Best Car / Campervan Rental Operator
June 21 (judged categories only)
• Best Tourist Office – International
• Gala Dinner – July 20
• Best Agency Support Service
• Best Hotel / Resort Group

Irish prize
is smiling
RENEE NIGHTINGALE from Helloworld
Albury in New South Wales is off to Ireland
after winning an incentive promotion with
Tempo Holidays.
Rewarded for her results and
achievements over the incentive period,
Renee has been awarded a seven-day tour of
Ireland, including the Ring of Kerry, Blarney
Castle and the Cliffs of Moher.
■ tempoholidays.com

RECORD MONTH FOR
TRAVEL NETWORK
AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST home-based travel
network has recorded its best-ever trading
month.
Michael Gazal, Executive General
Manager, TravelManagers (pictured), said the
February results were even more pleasing
given the strong performances recorded in
January and predicted for March.
“There’s every chance that we will
maintain this momentum to once again
achieve a record first quarter,” he added.
“The secret to our success is no
real secret. It stems from a relentless
dedication to excellence from every corner
of the TravelManagers business. Great
service means happy clients, and happy
clients will come back time and again.”
A number of sectors are reported to
have contributed to the strong sales figures
for February, including escorted coach
touring and adventure travel, which have

experienced growth of 45 per cent and 61
per cent respectively.
“These are segments in which personal
travel managers (PTMs) demonstrably add
value to their clients’ holidays, offering
expertise in helping to choose the best
operators and products to match their
needs and expectations, and constructing
individually-tailored itineraries around these
experiences,” commented Gazal.
Hot destinations for 2019 include the
Middle East and Asia, with more niche
destinations such as Sri Lanka, Nepal and
the Maldives also experiencing significant
levels of growth compared with last year.
The Caribbean is another up-and-coming
destination.
TravelManagers now have more than 560
PTMs, with representation in every state and
territory throughout Australia.
“Every one of those PTMs is working

hard to ensure that they provide the best
possible service to their clients: a goal
that is made achievable not just by their
own commitment to excellence but by
the support provided by the National
Partnership Office (NPO) in everything
from product knowledge to business
development, systems training and
marketing support.”
■ travelmanagers.com.au
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BOOK IT NOW

Zip lining in the Rincon
de la Vieja National
Park in Costa Rica

Keeping it in the family
A NEW range of family travel experiences go
on sale this month, thanks to the partnership
between G Adventures and National
Geographic Expeditions.
The launch of ‘National Geographic
Family Journeys with G Adventures’ happens
globally on May 7.
The new program of 12 trips will feature
unique National Geographic experiences
for children and adults to connect through
travel on departures in 2020.
G Adventures and National Geographic
first joined forces in 2015 with the launch
of ‘National Geographic Journeys with
G Adventures’, a program of small group
adventures which has grown to include 89
trips in 53 countries during 2019.
The success of ‘National Geographic
Journeys’ led the companies to look at

how they could partner in the family travel
market, extending the reach of culturally
immersive, small-group adventure holidays
to appeal to children aged seven and above,
as well as their parents and grandparents.
Adrian Piotto, Managing Director, G
Adventures, Australia and New Zealand,
said the move was a natural extension of
the successful partnership with National
Geographic, a brand synonymous with
exploration and education.
“This new program of trips is perfect
for adventure-loving families looking to
discover the world together.
“The newly-designed itineraries have been
developed from scratch to inspire travellers of
all ages to uncover each destination’s diverse
characteristics, from wildlife and conservation
to history and culture, exploration and

photography and storytelling.
“All our groups are made up of an
international mix of travellers, giving families
the opportunity to connect not just with each
other, but with their fellow travellers and the
local people they meet along the way.
“As is the case with all G Adventures tours,
we encourage interactions with local people,
and ensure as much money as possible stays
in the communities we visit.”
Each ‘Family Journeys’ trip will include
comfortable and convenient accommodation,
kid-friendly meals throughout the trip and
dedicated customer service consultants,
known as Family Trip Specialists, to help
families with travel preparation and planning
from the moment they book.
In addition, two specially trained Chief
Experience Officers (CEOs) accompany
travellers throughout the itinerary to ensure
a safe, structured and fun trip. Group sizes
are likely to be 20 or fewer like-minded
family travellers.
Destinations covered under the new
program include Peru, Costa Rica, South
Africa, France, Morocco and Italy.
“National Geographic Expeditions is excited
to expand our partnership with G Adventures
to include this new line of family trips,” said
Heather Heverling, National Geographic Senior
Vice President of Product Management.
“Travel is one of the most rewarding and
enriching experiences a family can have
together and we are thrilled to announce
12 new adventures to our global family of
travellers in 2020.”
National Geographic Partners return
27 per cent of their proceeds to the nonprofit National Geographic Society to fund
work in the areas of science, exploration,
conservation and education.
■ natgeojourneys.com/family;
gadventures.com.au

MAKE SAVINGS
ON BIKE TOURS
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EXTREME BIKE Tours are offering a 10
per cent discount on their new 2020
program of motorbike adventures
around the world.
The discount is available on
six of the company’s tours when
booked before May 31. These tours
are ‘Hidden Sri Lanka’, ‘Luxurious
Rajasthan’, ‘Bhutan’, ‘Madagascar’,
‘Mongolia’, and ‘High Himalaya’.
Prices start from $US3,915 (approx
$AU5,500) per person for the ‘High
Himalaya’ tour and range up to
$US5,355 (approx $AU7,500) for the
Bhutan tour, including the special
discount.
Each tour is available for licensed
riders and pillion passengers and
includes fuel, meals, accommodation
and transfers. Flights from Australia
are extra.
■ extremebiketours.com

BOOK IT NOW

SPECIAL DEAL
PUTS YOU IN
FIJI HEAVEN
CAPTAIN COOK Cruises have a special deal for
those wanting to sample the delights of Fiji.
Book between now and June 30 for travel
before March 31, 2020, and guests can
save 25 per cent on cruise fares, with solo
travellers paying no single supplement, only
twin share prices.
Captain Cook Cruises offer three-, four-,
seven- or eleven-night Fiji voyages aboard
the 130-passenger, fully accommodated MV
Reef Endeavour.
All cruises include daily guided
snorkelling and escorted glass bottom
boating tours. The ship is equipped with a
hydraulic platform ensuring easy boarding
and disembarking of the glass bottom boat.
Avid divers and beginners can experience
the underwater world with scuba diving,
operated daily by Viti Water Sports, a PADI5
Star Dive Centre.
Cultural encounters include visits
to remote Fijian beaches, villages and
schools, interacting with local children and
experiencing a Fijian church service and a
traditional village Sevusevu ceremony, Meke
and Lovo feast.
Onboard be pampered at the ship’s

F I J I ’ S

C R U I S E

Senikai Day Spa, swim in the pool or Jacuzzi,
or simply relax on the open top deck,
cocktail in hand and watch the dramatic
South Pacific scenery go by.
Alfresco lunches, casual barbecues
and table d’hote dinners are all prepared
fresh onboard, with specially designed
menus using fresh local ingredients. A
complimentary Kids’ Club is also available for
children aged five to nine.
All trips depart and return from Denarau
Marina and weekly cruise departures include
the three-night ‘Mamanuca and Southern
Yasawa Islands’ cruise, the four-night
‘Mamanuca and Northern-Yasawa Islands’

itinerary and the seven-night ‘Yasawa and
Mamanuca Islands’ voyage.
Sale fares start from only $1,196 per
person twin share, normally $1,595 per
person twin share for the three-night
‘Mamanuca and Southern Yasawa Islands’
cruise.
Fares include accommodation, all meals,
all land and water activities, onboard
entertainment, kids’ club, onboard Wi-Fi,
24-hour self-service tea and coffee bar,
post cruise transfers to Nadi and Denarau
hotels and Nadi airport, and use of the ship’s
facilities.
■ captaincookcruisesfiji.com

L I N E

Special offer

25%
OFF

DISCOVER FIJI WITH US

*

Escape the resorts and experience the real Fiji... the diverse cultures, remote islands,
pristine reefs and hidden waterfalls. Don’t just visit Fiji, explore it!

3, 4, 7 & 11 NIGHT DISCOVERY CRUISES
OPEN DATED TIVUA ISLAND DAY CRUISES & SUNSET DINNER CRUISES
Ask about our great Industry fares and Incentives

bo o k n ow

1300 86 3454 or fiji@captaincookcruisesfiji.com
captaincookcruisesfiji.com

*Book before June 30, 2019 and travel before May 31, 2020 and receive a 25% discount on full brochure fares.
Discounts are capacity controlled and subject to load. Not valid with any other offer. Mention this add or quote PHP19 to receive this deal.
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TALKING POINT

Stu Lloyd, author and bu
siness
creativity expert

How can the travel trade
stay relevant in 2019?
STU LLOYD is an author and business creativity expert who
has worked with clients such as Air New Zealand, New
Zealand Tourism, Tourism Malaysia and PATA.
“CHALLENGE CONVENTION,” advises hotelier,
Alex Calderwood, who heads up buzzy ACE
Hotels.
“Do not buy into the idea that things have
to work the way they have in the past, nor
operate the way the industry tells you they
should.”
There’s no need to look any further than
the airplane to see how innovations have
shaped and disrupted the travel industry
since those first unsteady flights. Prop-driven
wooden bi-planes have now been replaced
with double-decker jet-powered behemoths
carrying more than 500 people.
This is the result of challenging the status
quo: someone thinking, hoping, there was a
better way to achieve a certain objective, to
create a new normal.
We went from the Wright Brothers to
putting a man on the moon in just 66 years.
And such challenging is very much
required in the travel trade today, as we
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navigate our way through the rapidly
unfolding uncertainties of the ‘New
Economy’.
One example I love to use in innovation
workshops is the e-ticket. Are you old
enough (like me) to remember when tickets
came in little carbon paper booklets?
E-tickets started with David Neeleman,
the founder of Jet Blue, asking “Why
do we treat tickets like cash? Is there a
better way?”after several customers were
disallowed from boarding planes because
they’d mislaid their paper tickets.
Around the same time a global
distribution study was being done, of
which Jim Reinnoldt (now at University of
Washington) was a part.
“Someone asked, ‘Why do we need paper
tickets? They cost $12 to print, process and
store. And people keep losing them.’ There
was a pause in the room and soon after we
started looking at electronic tickets,” he says.

These days, I just plop my
passport on the check-in counter
and I’m good to go.
“Why do air fares have to be so
expensive?” wondered a young
Malaysian, Tony Fernandes, as
he sat at boarding school in
England, feeling homesick and
begrudging the distance and
cost that separated him from
his beloved family.
He answered this many years
later by founding AirAsia, a user-pays model,
building on what he could see Virgin and
Ryanair doing.
Geraldine Calpin, Global CMO at Hilton
Hotels, looked at airline websites and the
ability to customise seating arrangements
and other opt-in/opt-out services.
“Why can’t our guests have the same level
of personalisation at our hotels, like on an
airplane?” she wondered.
This cross-sectoral thinking led to Hilton
importing the idea of digital floor plans
which guests can select rooms from. To
date already 15,000,000 rooms have been
selected and bought in this new way.
So, what do all of these examples have in
common? That’s right – a penetrative ‘why’
question.
Why questions force us to step back, see
the wider ecosystem and cut right to the
heart of all the assumptions and practices
we take for granted in our industry.
Some of them may still be absolutely
necessary and relevant; others may just be the
overweight baggage of our legacy thinking.
If you’d like to challenge the way your
industry, travel agency, or little corner tour
counter works, question everything to stay
relevant.
■ For some great tips to get started, you can
download the Killer Questions Innovation
Question Formulation canvas free from https://
bit.ly/2FK5ObY
See the ‘Killer Questions’ online training
program at https://bit.ly/2JnR083 or buy the
book at stulloyd.com

INDUSTRYtalk

Campaign
charts the
path to
happiness
TOURISM FIJI has launched an initiative
celebrating people rich in happiness
through an inaugural ‘Bulanaires List’.
Timed to coincide with the recent
2019 International Day of Happiness, the
campaign ties into the brand strapline
“where happiness finds you” and focuses on
what sets Fiji apart from other destinations;
its people.
Fiji was deemed the ‘Happiest Country in
the World’ in the 2017 Gallup International
Survey on Happiness, Hope and Economic
Optimism.
Independent experts and leading
authorities in happiness were consulted
and assisted in the development of the
Bulanaires list.
“Bulanaires are people who embody the
values for happiness and share happiness
with those around them whether that is
giving back, appreciating life or simply

connecting more with family and friends,”
said Professor Lea Waters, one of the experts
consulted.
The campaign, which has also partnered
with Arianna Huffington and Thrive Global,
will roll out globally on IDOH with a suite of
assets across Tourism Fiji’s and third party
channels including broadcast, print and
digital.
Brand assets have been created to
showcase the ‘Bula Spirit’ and why people in
Fiji topped the annual Gallup International
survey.
The Tourism Fiji Bulanaire campaign
will aim to open up the conversation of

happiness and firmly place the destination
in the minds of consumers when they think
of where they can find happiness.
“In Fiji, the warmth and friendliness of
the locals is what visitors to the destination
remember the most,” said Matthew Stoeckel,
CEO for Tourism Fiji.
“The Bula Spirit is felt the second you
arrive in the destination and stays with you
well after you return home. Fiji really is the
place where happiness finds you and we
developed Bulanaires to share and celebrate
this happiness with the world.”
■ bulanaires.com or view
#bulanaires on social media.

Aiming for a better One Tomorrow
THE APT Travel Group (ATG) has announced
the launch of their new charitable
foundation ‘One Tomorrow’.
The newly formed foundation aims
to create an immediate and long-term
positive influence on environmental and
humanitarian causes. It will be chaired by
Robert McGeary, APT Travel Group Director.
“As a team of passionate travellers, we
Madeleine Curtain and Robert McGeary

want to ensure that we are supporting not
only the destinations and communities we
visit but also our guests, wherever they may
be from,” said Mr McGeary.
“We felt it was time to formalise our
philanthropic activity with clear objectives.
With the introduction of One Tomorrow we
can continue to grow our giving program,
benefiting our greater community and
forging meaningful connections with our
guests that are preserved long after their
return home.”
ATG have a history of supporting local
and international initiatives, such as Buy a
Bail – Rural Aid, The Biggest Morning Tea
– Cancer Council, international aid – Red
Cross and their long standing relationships
with the Imintji and Kandiwal indigenous
communities.
Managed by Madeleine Curtain, a
philanthropy specialist, the new foundation
will continue to support these causes, along
with a number of grassroots programs and
humanitarian aid projects.
The foundation will also focus on
operational sustainability and empowering
the communities they engage with.
■ apttravelgroup.com

ADELAIDE TO
HOST GATHERING
TRAVEL COUNSELLORS have chosen Adelaide
for their annual conference to be held from
June 14 to 16.
The event at the Pullman Adelaide
(pictured) will attract delegates from around
Australia and the company’s international
team. Themed TCX, the conference will see
business owners, their partners, business
leaders, the support team and supplier
partners will come together to reconnect and
celebrate.
“TCX is all about the Travel Counsellor
and we are committed to delivering a
truly outstanding event. Our enthusiastic
conference team is working hard on an
exciting program of events, speakers and
entertainment,” said Kaylene Shuttlewood,
Regional Managing Director.
■ travelcounsellors.com.au
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NEWStalk

Pictures courtesy
Warner Bros.

Exhibit makes
a big splash
FANS OF Aquaman can immerse
themselves in the world of the King of the
Seven Seas with an all-new exhibit now
open to the public.
Warner Bros. Studio Tour Hollywood
(WBSTH) allows guests to step into the
realm of Atlantis in the new Aquaman
exhibit at DC Universe: The Exhibit, one of
the many stops on the Studio Tour.
The new attraction joins the immensely
popular Wonder Woman exhibit and is
located on the first floor of the Warner Bros.
Archive.
The exhibit features recreated sets from
the most memorable moments of the film,
including the Sunken Galleon, where fans
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get up close to the authentic costumes worn
by Willem Dafoe (Vulko) and Jason Momoa
(Arthur Curry).
They can also see the Ring of Fire,
re-living the underwater battle between
Aquaman (Momoa) and King Orm (Patrick
Wilson). As an interactive photo op, fans
can sit upon the Dead King’s Throne seen
in the film to become King or Queen of
Atlantis.
Within the exhibit, guests will find various
costumes worn by Momoa, showcasing
the evolution from his human upbringing
as Arthur Curry to his final ascendance as
Aquaman, King of the Seven Seas.
In addition, fans will see the real

costumes and props belonging to Mera
(Amber Heard), Arthur’s mother Queen
Atlanna (Nicole Kidman), father Tom Curry
(Temuera Morrison), the vengeful Black
Manta (Yahya Abdul-Mateen II) and King
Orm (Patrick Wilson).
“Aquaman’s roots run deep in the
DC universe,” said Gary Soloff, Director
of Marketing, Warner Bros. Studio Tour
Hollywood.
“His story has captivated fans across
the world and we’re excited to bring the
on-screen characters to life and provide
guests the opportunity to dive deeper into
Atlantean civilisation.”
■ wbstudiotour.com

NEWStalk

Picture courtesy Disney

In a theme park far, far away…
STAR WARS fans will be ‘feeling the force’
when Disney opens a new themed
experience later this month.
The company has announced that Star
Wars: Galaxy’s Edge will open ahead of
schedule at Disneyland Park in California on
May 31 and at Disney’s Hollywood Studios
at Walt Disney World Resort in Florida on
August 29.

Visitors will be transported to the remote
planet of Batuu, full of unique sights,
sounds, smells and tastes.
They can become part of the story as they
sample galactic food and beverages, explore
an intriguing collection of merchant shops
and take the controls of the most famous
ship in the galaxy aboard Millennium
Falcon: Smugglers Run.

Opening later this year, phase two will be
Star Wars: Rise of the Resistance, billed as the
most ambitious, immersive and advanced
attraction ever imagined.
It will place guests in the middle of a
climactic battle between the First Order
and the Resistance and will blur the lines
between fantasy and reality.
■ disney.com.au

NEW DEAL
IS A WIGGLY
HOT POTATO

opportunities that will be rolled out in the
coming months.
Steven Wright, CEO of BIG4 Holiday Parks,
was equally excited about a partnership that
he deemed a “natural alignment”.
“The education values that underpin The
Wiggles are strongly engrained in the BIG4
network, too,” he said.
“We strongly encourage holidays that
allow children to explore, exercise and make
new friends while enjoying a great Aussie
adventure.”
Mr Wright said the partnership had
the capacity to introduce a whole new
segment of families to a first-class leisure
accommodation experience at an exciting
time.
“Our family-focused holiday parks have
undergone enormous transformations,” he
added.
“Not only are they located in the
best spots within Australia’s top tourist
destinations, but many have bolstered
amenities, offering swimming pools, aquatic

playgrounds and splash parks to jumping
pillows and kids’ play rooms and clubs.
“Moreover, many park operators curate
localised experiences for parents ranging
from yoga classes to gourmet food and wine
tastings from local producers, all within
the best natural and secure surrounds so
parents can relax and enjoy their holiday just
as much as the kids.”
■ big4.com.au

TWO GREAT Australian brands have come
together with the announcement of a major
three-year partnership between The Wiggles
and BIG4 Holiday Parks.
Paul Field, The ‘blue’ Wiggle, said
the partnership was the perfect fit for
the nation’s most popular children’s
entertainment group.
“Just like The Wiggles, BIG4 deliver
great experiences for young families right
across Australia. We both share a deep
commitment to the positive development of
growing families.”
As part of the agreement, The Wiggles
and BIG4 will be offering The Wiggles’
audience a range of benefits and
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CRUISEtalk

ENJOY A CRUISE
WHERE WEIGHT
COMES OFF!
A NEW wellness cruise offering an extensive holistic program has
just been launched, with packages from Australia now available for
the very first time.
Organised by WW (the new Weight Watchers) in conjunction
with MSC Cruises, the eight-day, seven-night itinerary is aboard
MSC Seaview. It is WW’s first cruise in Europe and follows on from
the success of four similar trips in the Caribbean.
Passengers will enjoy freshly prepared, healthy meals and
snacks, holistic wellness workshops and top quality entertainment.
Departing from Barcelona on July 20, the ‘WW Cruise’ itinerary visits
some of the hottest port destinations in Spain, Italy and France.
The cruise also offers the opportunity to meet like-minded
people from around the world, allowing them to share their
experiences and support each other in their journey.
There will also be a series of onboard programming, including
cooking tips to help guests recreate their favourite WW recipes at
home.
“Our purpose is to inspire healthy habits for real life, and people
and our community are essential to this purpose,” said Mathieu Le
Renard, Managing Director of WW in Australia and New Zealand.
“Offering the best in healthy food, wellness-centered activities
and skills to develop a helpful mind-set, the WW Cruise shows how
being healthy is possible 365 days of the year, no matter what the
occasion.”
The WW Cruise is a round-trip sailing from Barcelona and runs
from July 20 to July 27. Prices start from $5,140 per person.
■ weightwatchers.com/au/cruise

The magnificent seven float
VIKING HAS welcomed the latest additions
to its river fleet, with the naming of seven
new river ships during a celebration in
Switzerland.
Of the seven ships, six are Viking
longships – Viking Einar, Viking Sigrun, Viking
Sigyn, Viking Tir, Viking Ullur and Viking Vali
– which will be deployed on the company’s
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most popular itineraries on the Rhine, Main
and Danube.
The seventh new ship – Viking Helgrim
– was inspired by the longships’ design
and built specifically for the Douro River,
bringing the company’s total number of
sister ships in Portugal to four.
“We began hosting guests on the rivers

of Russia 22 years ago and we have always
done things differently,” said Torstein Hagen,
Chairman of Viking.
“We focus on the destination and we
provide travel experiences that allow our
guests to learn, to enrich their lives and to
explore the world in comfort.”
The naming event was executed by
connecting the new ships via satellite across
four European cities.
Viking Einar and Viking Sigrun were
docked in Basel and named in-person by
their godmothers. The other five ships were
‘virtually’ named by their godmothers: Viking
Sigyn, Viking Ullur, Viking Tir and Viking Vali in
Germany and Viking Helgrim in Portugal.
In keeping with another maritime tradition,
a bottle of Gammel Opland Aquavit was
broken on the bow of each new ship.
Following the naming event, guests
enjoyed dinner at Basel’s Fondation Beyeler
museum, set amid the museum’s newest
and most ambitious exhibition: The Young
Picasso. Blue and Rose Periods.
Guests were also treated to a performance
by Alma Deutscher, the 14-year-old English
composer, pianist, violinist and child prodigy,
who is a favourite of Chairman Hagen’s.
■ vikingcruises.com.au

CRUISEtalk

Trying not to make an impression

The King George River in the Kimberley.
Picture courtesy PONANT
HAVING JUST welcomed the first of their
small luxury expedition cruise ships to
Australia, PONANT have re-iterated their
commitment to sustainable tourism.
Monique Ponfoort, PONANT’s Vice
President for Asia Pacific, emphasised the
company’s philosophical and practical
approach to sustainable tourism. She
said the objective is to minimise impact,
especially in sensitive areas such as the
Kimberley and Sub Antarctic Islands.
“For more than 30 years, PONANT has been
taking guests to some of the most remote
locations on the planet, including the pristine
Antarctic and Arctic regions,” she said.
“Our visits, polar, tropical and sub-tropical,
create responsibilities towards maintaining
the ecosystems and respect for the
communities that live there.
“Zero impact landings is our goal.”
Le Lapérouse recently became the first of
PONANT’s all-new Explorer fleet of six luxury
expedition ships to sail in Australian waters.

Standard features and procedures include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State-of-the-art technologies across PONANT’s fleet of ships, including the use of
high grade light marine oil, assist in reducing carbon emissions
100% of waste is separated and sorted onboard, while modern pulpers, crushers and
compactors prepare the waste for responsible onshore processing
PONANT has introduced systems to reduce waste and improve waste water
treatment. The result is onboard waste per person averages just 1/3 compared to
average shore-based waste.
Black, grey, bilge and ballast water is treated separately and reused or recycled
where possible or, in the case of bilge water, is bio-decontaminated, stored and
offloaded ashore.
Education: raising the attention of staff and awareness of guests to appreciate the
ecological and cultural sensitivities of places visited
The use of dynamic positioning systems, instead of anchoring, in marine-sensitive areas
Respecting local resources if purchasing local produce from markets.

“When visiting pristine areas such as
the Kimberley, it makes sense to do so
onboard the region’s most environmentally
responsible ship - PONANT’s Le Lapérouse,”
added Ms. Ponfoort.

“Launched in July 2018, it features all the
latest environmentally sensitive equipment
and the crew follows eco-protocols to
ensure minimum impact at every level.”
■ au.ponant.com/sustainable-development

EXPLORE THE WORLD ON BOARD LUXURY SMALL SHIPS
FREE
INFORMATION
EVENTS.
REGISTER NOW!
1300 737 178

Give your clients the opportunity to embark on a unique concept of sea travel with
PONANT, World Leader of Luxury Expeditions. Aboard modern luxury small
ships offering exceptional itineraries, your clients will stop at the very heart of
ports and access remote locations inaccessible to larger ships. Cruises are
accompanied by experienced lecturers or an Expedition team, with many
excursions featuring UNESCO sites, while on Luxury Expeditions, Zodiac® enable
your clients to get close to nature and local cultures.

Here is a sample of over 350 PONANT global voyages available:

AWAKEN
YOUR SENSE OF WONDER

THE BEST OF CROATIA: June 2019 & May to September 2020. 7 nights from $4,560 pp*(1)
ICONIC KIMBERLEY: May to August 2019 & 2020. 10 nights from $11,860 pp*(2)
EMBLEMATIC ANTARCTICA: Nov. 2019/2020 to Feb. 2020/2021. 10 nights from $12,370 pp*(3)
MAYA TREASURE OF THE YUCATÁN: Nov. 2019 to Jan. 2020. 7 nights from $4,240 pp*(4)
For more cruise itineraries, visit au.ponant.com
Learn more, call us to register for our Information Events held in your closest capital city.
Contact our PONANT Cruise Consultants on:
1300 737 178 | reservations.aus@ponant.com | au.ponant.com

*Ponant Bonus discount subject to change based on availability. Ponant Bonus fare per person, in Australian
Dollars, based on a double occupancy, including port taxes, yield managed, correct at time of writing - 15/04/2019.
Refer to au.ponant.com for T&Cs. (1) For the 28th Aug. 2020 cruise in a Superior Stateroom. (2) For the 27th July
2020 cruise in a Deluxe Stateroom. (3) For 2nd Dec. 2020 cruise in a Superior Stateroom. (4) For the 14th Dec. 2019,
11th Jan. 2020 & 25th Jan. 2020 cruises in a Deluxe Stateroom. Photographs: © PONANT: Matthieu Germain, Nick
Rains, F. Lefebvre. ABN: 35 166 676 517

WE DRIVE CHANGE
THROUGH MEANINGFUL
TRAVEL
We give the opportunity to travel with meaning.
Building on our explorer heritage dating back to 1893,
our expeditions are built on the foundation of learning
and championing sustainable expedition travel.

“Our travellers value the
genuinely premium standard
in food, design and service
while we create the worlds most
sustainable expedition program.”
Damian Perry Managing Director Hurtigruten Australia

The Hurtigruten Experience
CRUISING with Hurtigruten is more than just
experiencing a destination. At the heart of the
MS Roald Amundsen, guests will find the ship’s
innovative and unique Science Center. This
custom-built multi-purpose area offers a haven
for passengers to convene and interact with the
Expedition Team on a range of different topics.
Here, knowledge-thirsty guests can attend lectures
and presentations on topics such as climate change,
sustainability, wildlife and earth science as well as
destination-specific themes, allowing them to truly
immerse themselves in their cruise experience.

The future of Expedition Travel
Named after some of the greatest heroes in Polar
history, MS Roald Amundsen and MS Fridtjof Nansen
are greener, safer and more advanced expedition
ships, custom-built to explore some of the most
spectacular polar regions on the planet.
Our Hybrid ships have large battery packs in each
ship which enables periods of all-electric operation
but more importantly, the clean battery power aims
to support the propulsion and hotel operation from
minute to minute – and substantially reduce fuel
consumption and emissions.

The ship’s resource library is the perfect
accompaniment to the hands-on learning of
the Science Center. The room offers a variety
of literature on landscape, wildlife and interaction
with local culture related to the range of destinations
Hurtigruten sails in.
Photographers and film content creators alike are
also encouraged to bring their cameras along to
sessions with the professional onboard photographer,
who will provide guidance and advice on creating
their very own works of art, ensuring
their journey is one they
will never forget.

The introduction of the world’s first hybrid
powered expedition ships is the latest in a number
of Hurtigruten green initiatives. The company
celebrated its 125th anniversary in 2018 by banning
all single-use-plastics, while in another industry first,
Hurtigruten is completely rebuilding existing ships to
run on a combination of large battery packs, liquefied
natural gas (LNG) and biogas (LBG) – produced from
organic waste such as dead fish. If you’re considering
a journey into the world’s most pristine and sensitive
polar waters; consider travelling with the world
leader in sustainable expedition travel.

go to www.hurtigruten.com.au
or see your specialist expedition agent

$400pp* on board credit now available
*Selected Norway coastal sailings

Book Now

CRUISEtalk

PUT THESE
DATES IN
YOUR PRINCESS DIARIES
PRINCESS CRUISES has unveiled its biggest
ever Australian summer program with a
choice of 123 cruises.
The new 2020-21 program features five
Princess ships sailing from six homeports
across the country between October 2020
and April 2021. This includes the local debut
of the 3,560-guest Regal Princess, the return of
Grand-Class ship Sapphire Princess and record
cruise seasons in Sydney and Adelaide.
The season will be headlined by the cruise
line’s youngest and largest ships – Majestic
Princess returning to Australia for her third
summer to sail alongside sister ship, Regal
Princess, which will make her inaugural visit
to Sydney on December 2, 2020.
Both ships will be based in the Harbour
City and will offer 35 cruises between them.
“This will be the biggest deployment
we’ve ever had in Sydney,” said Stuart Allison,
Senior Vice President Asia Pacific Princess
Cruises.
“Not only will this be the first time in
history that Princess Cruises has deployed
two Royal-Class ships from the same
homeport outside Florida, but we will also
have a record number of premium balcony
and mini-suite staterooms available.
“The program also signals other ‘firsts’
with the anticipated arrival of Ocean
Medallion Class technology onboard Regal
Princess whilst award-winning ship Sapphire
Princess will mark her inaugural season in
Melbourne.”
“Princess Cruises’ 2020-21 program
features visits to 14 UNESCO World Heritage
Sites and offers a range of cruises with late
night departures,” said Michael Mihajlov,
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Destinations Director Princess Cruises.
“To ensure our guests enjoy immersive,
culturally rich experiences during their
extended time ashore, we’ve expanded
our global Local Connections program in
Australia and New Zealand – demonstrating
Princess Cruises commitment to sustainable
tourism and how the benefit of cruise
tourism can be felt well beyond the ports
our ships visit.”
■ princess.com

Additional highlights of the new program include:

• The maiden voyage of Regal Princess

from Sydney to New Zealand taking
in the Bay of Islands, Auckland,
Picton (Marlborough Wine Region),
Christchurch (Lyttleton), Dunedin and
Fiordland.
Fares for the 13-night cruise start from
$2,199 per person twin share departing
on December 2, 2020.

• An unprecedented 20 cruises to and

from Adelaide – a move that represents
the biggest ever cruise industry
commitment to South Australia.
The deployment features six
roundtrip cruises from Adelaide on Sea
Princess and Sapphire Princess, as well as
a further 14 one-way itineraries on Sea
Princess, Sapphire Princess and Majestic
Princess.
Fares start from $2,199 per person
twin share for the 14-night cruise
‘Southern and Eastern Explorer’, which
departs Adelaide on November 16, 2020.

• Sapphire Princess will also sail to

destinations including New Zealand,
South Australia and Tasmania on a series
of cruises from Melbourne and Sydney.
She will also sail on Princess Cruises’
much-loved ‘Northern Explorer’ itinerary,
taking holidaymakers from Melbourne to
Fremantle via Darwin and the Kimberley
region, with ports of call including the
ship’s maiden visit to Eden.
Fares start from $2,099 per person
twin share for the 13-night New Zealand
cruise, which departs Melbourne on
October 28, 2020.

• In addition to sailing South Australian

itineraries, Sea Princess will homeport
in Perth (Fremantle) to sail the Western
Australian coastline from Broome to Albany
and longer voyages to Southeast Asia.
Fares start from $4,249 per person
twin share for the 26-night ‘Southeast
Asia Grand Adventure’ cruise departing
Perth (Fremantle) on January 11, 2021.

CRUISEtalk

Ritsurin Garden in
Takamatsu, Shikoku

Take a wander
and see wonders
ABERCROMBIE & KENT has released 2020 dates
for its ‘Wonders of Japan’ small ship cruise.
The two-week voyage includes rarelyvisited ports and wilderness areas, which
are impossible to reach by larger ship.
All are accessed in the company of A&K’s
expeditionary team of local guides as well as
historical, cultural and scientific experts.
Exclusively chartered by A&K for allinclusive cruising for no more than 199
guests, Le Soleal (pictured) affords every
guest a private balcony, along with meals,
house drinks and gratuities.

Highlights include bustling Osaka,
culture-rich Kyoto and Gyeongju, Korea, the
ancient dynastic capital and UNESCO World
Heritage Site. In Hiroshima, guests can spend
time reflecting on Japan’s turbulent history
and resurgence.
The journey also takes in the village of
Karatsu, an early trading post with a rich
medieval heritage, as well as the arts centre
of Kanazawa, rice paddies of Sado Island,
gardens, markets, castles and some unique
art experiences during visits to popular
museums.

Onboard lectures and presentations
will feature Japanese history, art, culture,
gardens, nature and culinary traditions,
led by A&K’s knowledgeable enrichment
specialists.
Guests choose from a wide array of
included shore excursions, which delve
deeper into Japan’s culture, architecture,
arts, history, geology, economy and natural
wonders.
The tour runs from June 13 – 26, 2020,
and is priced from $24,615 per person twin
share (was $29,095). Book a berth in cabin
categories 1 to 3 and save $8,960 per couple.
■ abercrombiekent.com.au
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FROM

UPGRADE TO A

BALCONY

PER PERSON

UP TO $200 ONBOARD
SPENDING MONEY
PER STATEROOM^
3RD/4TH GUESTS SAIL ON A
BALCONY FROM $119<
PER PERSON
+^< Terms and conditions apply.
See princess.com for details

CRUISEtalk: Special Report

Hurtigruten introduces
new expedition ship
After the most extensive upgrade in Hurtigruten’s 125 years
of history, MS Finnmarken will re-emerge as a new premium
expedition cruise ship.
FROM 2020, guests travelling on Hurtigruten’s
‘Original Coastal Voyage’ along the
Norwegian coastline will get the opportunity
to experience a new MS Finnmarken.
From 2021, the fully-refurbished ship will
explore handpicked destinations along the
rugged Norwegian coastline on year-round
expedition cruises.
“We will transform her into a full-fledged
premium expedition cruise ship, with all the
comforts, facilities and expertise you need
for creating a perfect adventure,” said Daniel

“

Skjeldam, CEO of Hurtigruten.
The keel-to-mast upgrade will bring
several new features to the ship. Some of the
highlights include:

• Substantially upgraded, low-emission

engines, complying with all known and
upcoming regulations (Tier 3), installment of
shore power connectivity and preparing her
for future battery pack installation.

The ship refurbishment
delivers a perfect fit for
the Australian market as
the experience is a
genuinely authentic
offering and premium
Scandic product delivered
in a down to earth manner
that is quintessentially
Norwegian.

“

Damian Perry, MD Sales for APAC.
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•

All cabins and suites will be fully
refurbished using natural Scandinavian
materials such as granite, oak, birch and

wool. This will create a relaxed and stylish
look and feel, and add to the premium
onboard experience.
Five large suites with large panoramic
windows and spectacular views will be
added in the current gym and sauna area on
deck 8 aft.

•

Four new restaurants will be added:
Restaurant Aune, Hurtigruten’s new
expedition cruise, main restaurant concept.
Aune will be social and informal, with the
use of natural elements in design and
interiors, and will serve breakfast, lunch and
dinner based on a Scandinavian identity.
Restaurant Lindstrøm, a specialty
restaurant named after the favourite chef

CRUISEtalk: Special Report

Hurtigruten is the original
It was more than 125 years ago that Hurtigruten started
what is today known as ‘the most beautiful voyage in the
world’ – the 2,500-kilometre, 11-day round trip voyage from
Bergen to Kirkenes.
Visiting 34 ports along the coast, Hurtigruten’s coastal ships
source fresh produce from local suppliers, interact with local
communities and offer more than 90 different excursions,
including hikes, boat trips, dogsledding and many other
outdoor activities led by the onboard Expedition Teams.
“Sailing the Norwegian coast every day since 1893 has
given us unparalleled know-how and love for these waters,”
said Skjeldam.
“Coastal Norway is and will stay our home, while we
simultaneously explore a growing number of other
adventurous destinations around the world.”
of the Norwegian polar heroes, will be
added. Lindstrøm will be an upper premium,
fine dining restaurant with strong roots
in traditional Norwegian cooking that are
contrasted with modern cuisine.
The informal eatery, Fredheim, named
after a legendary 1920s hunting station in
Svalbard that sheltered adventurers from
around the world, will be added on deck 7.
In addition, a new grill venue will be added
outdoor on deck 8.

•

Hurtigruten’s signature Science Center
will be added on deck 4. Packed with
state-of-the-art technology and high-tech
gadgets such as touch screens, science
equipment and other interactive features,
the edu-tainment area will also be the
onboard HQ for the ship’s Expedition Team.

•

The new, larger wellness area will be
added on deck 7 and will include a lounge,
treatment rooms, gym and panoramic sauna.

•

The outdoor pool area will be fully
refurbished, the shop expanded and her car
deck will be replaced by the launching area

for Hurtigruten explorer boats (ribs) and
other expedition equipment.
MS Finnmarken’s extensive art
collection will be preserved during the
refurb, which will take place in the first
quarter of 2020.

•

“Imagine standing on the deck watching
the Aurora Borealis glimmer above in
a star-riddled sky, sailing within near
touching distance of a sheer 1,000-metre
high mountainside, or experiencing small
communities, perpetual daylight and a
never-setting sun north of the Arctic Circle,”
added Skjeldam.
“This is what you get when booking your
Norwegian adventure with Hurtigruten.”
Hurtigruten’s ‘2020 Original Coastal
Voyages’ are now open for booking.
Contact one of Hurtigruten’s travel partners
(50 Degrees North, Bentours or Chimu
Adventures), your wholesale team or
specialist Expedition partner to lock
in a Hurtigruten voyage for your travellers.
■ hurtigruten.com.au
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Sydney CBD hotel gets a
multi-million dollar remodel
MERITON SUITES Kent Street is stepping it
up and undergoing a remodel on all 430
apartment-style suites.
Set to be complete in July, each suite will
feature chic, designer-inspired furniture with
fresh tones and polished interior details,
perfect for either a luxury getaway or a stay
with the whole family.
Located in the heart of Sydney, guests can
immerse themselves in superior comfort and
style with all new stylish furnishings, a fullyequipped residential sized kitchen, separate
dining and living room, and internal laundry.
Offering contemporary over-sized studio,
one-, two-, and three-bedroom suites with
new flat screen TV’s, new kitchen appliances
and sophisticated lighting throughout, for
added luxury during your stay.
Choose to sleep close to the sky in one of
the Altitude Suites and be captivated by the
uninterrupted views or witness glistering
night lights over Darling Harbour from the
Darling Suites.
“We are always listening to our guests and
we are driven by the high standards they
expect when they stay in our hotels,” said
Matthew Thomas, Group General Manager
of Meriton Suites.
“With the amazing feedback we have
received at our previously remodelled hotels,
it is clear to see that our re-imagined suites
are living up to those expectations.”
The hotel will also offer an exclusive
Australian hotel collaboration between
KEVIN.MURPHY and Meriton Suites.
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The Repair-Me range is perfect for
travellers on the go who need to recover
and pamper, offering quality products that
nourish and strengthen hair and recharge
the body.
For something more special, treat yourself
to a stay in the tri-level Summit Penthouse
Suite, which was the first suite to be
completed as part of the hotel remodel.
Situated in the perfect locale to
experience penthouse living at its very best,
you can indulge in the top floor views and
surreal outlook across Darling Harbour,
Sydney’s CBD and the various water inlets
that line the harbour.
The new luxury penthouse design with
the addition of unparalleled views from the
top floor retreat and private outdoor balcony
area is enriched with lavish furnishings
and is beautifully appointed with a range
of modern and sophisticated facilities,
promising a stay to be remembered.
“We see so many international travellers
arriving via Sydney, more so now than ever

before. With these travellers come higher
expectations that we, as Australia’s largest
owner-operator of hotel suites, are always
striving to exceed,” said Thomas.
Those arriving early are able to freshen
up in the hotel Arrival Lounge, fitted
with spacious living areas, flat screen
televisions and a large walk-in kitchen with
complimentary refreshments.
Across the street guests can enjoy
some trend-setting retail shopping at the
World Square Shopping Centre or take a
walk to all of Sydney’s major attractions
including Darling Harbour, Cockle Bay
Wharf, the Queen Victoria Building and the
International Convention Centre Sydney
(ICC).
The nightlife and entertainment options
are all so close, while Chinatown also only a
moment’s walk away.
Meriton Suites currently operates 18
properties across Sydney, Brisbane and on
the Gold Coast.
■ meritonsuites.com.au

Discover a
luxury stay at
MERITON SUITES

KENT STREET
With the multi-million dollar remodel of
all 430 suites set to be completed in July
2019, guests will be able to enjoy reimagined
accommodation in the heart of Sydney.
Our brand new suites will showcase chic furniture, residential
sized kitchens, modern bathrooms, an internal laundry, as well as
a vibrant colour scheme throughout for an unforgettable stay. Situated
in the perfect locale to experience luxury living at its very best, you can
indulge in spectcular views across Darling Harbour, Sydney’s CBD and the
various water inlets that line the harbour.
Discover why we’re famous for our larger suites and exceptional value for money.

131 672 • meritonsuites.com.au • 528 Kent Street, Sydney

PROPERTYtalk: Review

HOTEL WITH
ALOFTY AMBITIONS
Traveltalk editor JON UNDERWOOD checks out the new
Aloft Fort Worth Downtown, which dares to be different.
THERE IS one inherent danger when hotel
designers decide to tear up the rule book.
The result can be an unmitigated disaster,
a hodge-podge of weird and wacky ideas
that no-one in their right mind would call
home or homely.
The new Aloft Fort Worth Downtown has
taken this brave gamble – they haven’t so
much thrown the rule book away as fed it
through a shredder!
But I am pleased to report that the end
result is an innovative, chic and delightfully
different boutique property that will
resonate with families, young travellers
and those who just like to stay somewhere
‘outside the box’.
From the moment you arrive at the
podium-style check-ins (no formal desks
here), you know you’ve arrived somewhere a
little out of the ordinary.
The site used to be an office building and
while the designers have kept the urban,
industrial look they have also opened up
the frontage with large, floor-to-ceiling
windows, giving the foyer a light, accessible
and welcoming feel.
This is a clever tactic which entices
passing locals to use the hotel bar and social
spaces, which are a feature of the property.
The idea seems to be working.
“Locals are coming to our hotel for Happy
Hour or just to hang out, because you just
can’t miss us walking by on the street,”
said Julianna Viertel, Director of Sales and
Marketing.
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“Being in a former office building, we
give downtown Fort Worth a different,
funky feel. We’ve been so blessed to be
busy from day one.”
Indeed, the 180-room hotel has only
been open since last September. I was lucky
enough to stay in one of the 24 Ultra Savvy
Suites, which occupy the corners of the six
storey property and are proving extremely
popular.

At 65 square metres, the size is already
large, but these suites also offer the option
of an adjoining room, making them ideal
for families, wedding parties or friends on a
weekend break.
The colours used in these spacious,
uncluttered rooms are bright and bold, with
curved feature walls in red, blue and purple.
Beds are large and super comfortable, with
well-designed bathroom facilities.
Dining at Aloft is again slightly off the
wall, with Re:Fuel providing a 24-hour
‘pantry’ of muffins, fruit, yoghurt, soft drinks
and hot snacks for breakfast or lunch.
Dinner is simple bar snacks (try the Korean
taco – yummy!) which can be enjoyed while
playing pool or enjoying a board game in the
Re:Mix lounge, which features displays by
local artists and hosts live music. There’s also
a gym and indoor swimming pool for those
wanting to exercise body as well as mind.
“It is considered a boutique hotel but we
want people to enjoy our relaxed feel. We
want you to go up and enjoy your room but
come back downstairs and take advantage
of the social spaces, watch the big screens or
listen to live music,” added Julianna.
“We are known as being social and
savvy, so we have social spaces where we
encourage people to be together, enjoy each
other and the city.”
Aloft is one of a series of new hotels coming to
Fort Worth, including three four-star properties
on Main Street. Sinclair Autograph Hotel
(opening spring 2019); AC Hotel (autumn
2020); Kimpton Hotel (spring 2021).
Qantas flies from Sydney to Dallas/Fort Worth
six times per week, with return economy fares
starting at $1,255.
■ marriott.com
Above: The Re:Mix Lounge
Below: The Ultra Savvy Suite
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Because size does matter
DEBBIE SPROULE gives her verdict on the Oaks Goldsbrough
Apartments in Sydney.
SET IN a heritage listed building that
has been fully restored to maintain the
beautiful architecture, Oaks Goldsbrough
Apartments has personality plus, but doesn’t
compromise on space.
I recently enjoyed a stay in a twobedroom, two-bathroom penthouse
apartment and if I had to pick the best
features they would have to be the location,
the size and the views.
Upon entering I first noticed how spacious
the apartment was. Its 54 square metres
included a good sized, fully-equipped
kitchen with dining table and chairs.

The lounge had a sofa and two lounge
chairs, TV, coffee table and desk. The
furnishings were modern with everything
you would expect in your own home.
The extra large balcony had fabulous
views of the city skyline and Darling Harbour
– particularly beautiful at night time.
The main bedroom was spacious with a
very comfortable double bed and plenty
of hanging and drawer space. The second
bedroom was smaller but still had a double
bed and a view of the city skyline.
Our ensuite had a corner spa bath/
shower/toilet, there was ample bench space

and the lighting and mirror was great for
makeup application.
Having a second bathroom was a bonus
with another shower, toilet, vanity and the
washing machine and dryer.
For me one of the best features was
the location. It’s centrally located close to
Darling Harbour with plenty of shopping,
restaurant and bar options all within walking
distance. It’s also only 10 minutes away from
Central Station plus George Street is a scenic
stroll over the bridge.
The staff were very helpful, efficient and
informative upon check-in and check-out.
Our group enjoyed using the indoor pool,
spa, sauna and gym – all conveniently in the
same area.
Other features included a coffee shop, free
Wi-Fi, air conditioning, secretarial services,
Jacuzzi, 24-hour reception and we loved the
express lift for the penthouse apartments,
which meant we didn’t have to stop at every
floor on our way up to the top.
■ oakshotels.com

is your ultimate
travel companion
Get all the latest news, deals and
competitions delivered right to your inbox
when you subscribe to our digital newsletter.
Head to www.traveltalkmag.com.au
to subscribe – and while you’re there, take
our new weekly travel quiz and find out if
you are a travel know-it-all.
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ENJOY THE
SUITE LIFE

BRITISH AIRWAYS has unveiled its new
business class seat - ‘Club Suite’ - and
confirmed it will arrive on the first of its
A350 aircraft in July.
The ‘Club Suite’ offers direct-aisle access,
a suite door for greater privacy and flatbed seats in a 1-2-1 configuration.
There’s also 40 per cent more storage,
including a vanity unit and mirror, Wi-Fi,
18.5-inch in-flight entertainment screens,
high definition gate-to-gate programming
and PC / USB power.
■ britishairways.com

Alan Joyce (centre) with
crew members before
the debut flight last year

HISTORIC ROUTE GETS A+
ON DEBUT REPORT CARD
BOOSTING TOURISM, breaking speed records
and supporting more than $100 million in
visitor spending in Australia.
These are just some of the results from the
first 12 months of the history-making Perth
to London flight launched by Qantas.
Alan Joyce, Qantas Group CEO, released a
report card on the route during a recent visit

IN BRIEF
■ SOLOMON AIRLINES has commenced a direct, same-day Brisbane-Munda-Brisbane
service. The move has been welcomed as a potential major catalyst for increased
international visitation to the destination. The new service has been timed to offer
seamless connections with Solomon Airlines’ domestic services to Gizo, Seghe in the
Marovo Lagoon and Suavanoa on Santa Isabel, all operated by Dash-8 and Twin Otter
aircraft. flysolomons.com
■ SINGAPORE AIRLINES has begun operating all four daily flights between Brisbane
and Singapore with Airbus A350-900 aircraft. Commencing on May 1, the move sees
Brisbane become the only destination in the airline’s global network to have multiple
daily flights all operated by the A350. The introduction of a fourth A350-900 will also
see Brisbane offer business class customers a lie-flat product on all four of its daily
flights. singaporeair.com
■ THE PHILIPPINES Department of Tourism has announced an increase in direct flights
to the country from major Australian cities. This comes on top of the recent opening of
a new, state-of-the-art and eco-friendly international airport in Bohol, and the addition
of a second terminal at Cebu International Airport. A total of 48,064 passengers
travelled between Manila, Melbourne and Sydney on direct connections mounted by
Cebu Pacific, Philippine Airlines (PAL) and Qantas in November 2018, up 31.3% yearon-year. tourismphilippines.com.au
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to Western Australia to mark the one-year
anniversary.
In its first year, the non-stop 787
Dreamliner service has:

•

Facilitated a $101 million increase in
spending by visitors (92 per cent of which
is from international stopover passengers),
with $2.3 million spent at Perth Airport
alone by people passing through.

•

Directly and indirectly supported creation
of 601 full time equivalent jobs, particularly
in the tourism and hospitality sector.

• With 71 per cent of international

visitors on the route choosing to stopover
in Perth, helped to drive more than one
million visitor nights spent in WA.

• Generated more than $100 million in

free publicity due to global interest in the
service, including significant exposure for
WA as a destination.

“There were a lot of expectations
around this flight, both within Qantas and
the broader community, and frankly it’s
exceeded them,” said Mr Joyce.
“The work we put into managing
passenger jetlag and designing a comfortable
cabin has paid off. It’s the longest flight on our
entire network but it has the highest level of
customer satisfaction.”
■ qantas.com.au

THE
LARGEST CAVE
IN THE WORLD
WAS
DISCOVERED
IN VIETNAM?
THE WORLD IS CHANGING.
ARE YOU?
Recognised by the World Record
Association and World Records Union,
Son Doong Cave in Quang Binh province
has wowed the whole world with its
breathtaking beauty. Explore Vietnam
with Vietnam Airlines’ direct ﬂights and
discover the marvels of Mother Earth.

BOOK >
LIKE

vietnamairlines.com
>

fb/vietnamairlines
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Final delivery marks major milestone
VIETNAM AIRLINES have taken delivery
of their final Airbus A350-900 at a special
ceremony in Toulouse in France.
The aircraft completes the national flag
carrier’s order of 14 A350s, marking another
milestone in its fleet development and
expansion program as it moves towards
Skytrax five-star status.
“The Airbus aircraft accounts for 90 per
cent of our fleet, which has shown Airbus’
enormous contribution to Vietnam Airlines’
success,” said Duong Tri Thanh, President
and CEO of Vietnam Airlines.
“The event today marks an important
milestone for Vietnam Airlines’ and Airbus’
enduring relationship, providing us with
unparalleled opportunities for growth in
the future with newer, more efficient and
suitable type of aircraft.”
The ceremony was also attended by
Nguyen Thi Kim Ngan, the Chairwoman of
the National Assembly of Vietnam, and high-

ranking officials of the National Assembly of
Vietnam.
“We are delighted to celebrate Vietnam
Airlines’ fourteenth A350-900,” said JeanFrançois Laval, Executive Vice President Asia
of Airbus.
“For everyone at Airbus, it has been a
great source of pride and satisfaction to
see the A350 flying in Vietnam Airlines’
distinctive colours.
“We are proud that Airbus aircraft have
served as a platform for the airline to grow
at home and abroad, and contributed to the
development of the Vietnamese economy.”
In 2015, Vietnam Airlines became the first
carrier in Southeast Asia and the second airline
in the world to operate the new generation
wide-body Airbus A350-900.
Over the past four years, the carrier’s
A350 fleet has served more than 30
domestic and international routes, mainly
transcontinental routes to Europe, Australia

NEO PLANES ARE
JUST THE TICKET
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and Northeast Asia, and domestic flights
between Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City.
As of last month, this fleet had
successfully operated 35,000 flights with
nearly nine million passengers.
The A350 features a spacious cabin, higher
ceilings, larger windows, more leg room, fully
lie-flat business class seats and an upgraded
entertainment system with larger screen,
contributing to Vietnam Airlines’ journey
towards Skytrax five-star standards.
Vietnam Airlines Group (including
Vietnam Airlines, Jetstar Pacific and
Cambodia Angkor Air) operates a total
of 105 aircraft from Airbus, including 89
narrow-body and 16 wide-body aircraft.
Vietnam Airlines operates up to 86 Airbus
aircraft, accounting for 88 per cent of its
fleet. It is also the only airline in Vietnam
using the new generation of wide-body
A350-900.
■ vietnamairlines.com

AIRCALIN HAS announced the launch of its two
new Airbus A330neo aircraft, which will operate
twice a week to Sydney from September.
The A330neo is the latest addition to the Airbus
product line and Aircalin will be the first airline to
operate the aircraft in the Asia-Pacific region.
The aircraft offers a longer range, enhanced
performance and modernity with improved
aerodynamics and fuel economy.
With an additional five metres in fuselage and
space optimisation, the A330neo can carry 25
additional passengers, for a total capacity of 291
seats in three fully personalised classes, including a
newly introduced premium economy class.
Passengers will enjoy increased comfort with a
quiet cabin, cutting-edge in-flight entertainment
system (IFE) with high tech screens and
connectivity onboard.
■ aircalin.com

USA: HAWAII

Boston. Picture courtesy Kyle Klein Photography

NEW ROUTE ALLOWS AUSSIES
TO JOIN THE TEA PARTY
HAWAIIAN AIRLINES has commenced flights
to Boston, establishing its second East
Coast gateway for Australians visiting the
American mainland.
The five-day-a-week direct service from
Honolulu is also the longest regularly
scheduled domestic interstate route in U.S.
history, at more than 8,000 kilometres.
The new Boston flight has been given the
HA90 flight number in commemoration of
Hawaiian Airlines’ 90th year of operation that
started on January 30, 1929.
“Many of Hawaiian’s Australian guests
travelling with us via Hawaii to the U.S.
mainland choose to combine a mainland
holiday with a Hawaii stopover on the way
home to unwind for a few days; or simply to
take advantage of Hawaii’s famous shopping
outlets,” said Andrew Stanbury, Hawaiian
Airlines Regional Director Australia and New
Zealand.
The new service began last month with
HA90 departing Honolulu every day (except
Tuesdays and Wednesdays) at 1:55pm and
arriving into Boston the following morning
at 6am.
The return flight (HA89) departs daily
(except Wednesdays and Thursdays) at
8:55am, although Friday flights will depart
at 8am. The flights will arrive in Hawaii the
same day at 2:35pm and the Friday flight will
arrive at 1:40pm.

Hawaiian’s non-stop services from
Sydney and Brisbane to Honolulu allows
guests to travel comfortably with same-day
connections:

•
•

HA452 (SYD-HNL) arriving at 10.30am
and HA90 (HNL-BOS) departing
between 1:55pm and 3:15pm,
depending on date of travel;
HA444 (BNE-HNL) arriving at 11am and
HA90 (HNL-BOS) departing between
1:55pm and 3:15pm, depending on
date of travel.

However, schedules for the return
southbound leg require an overnight stay
in Honolulu due to the afternoon inbound
arrival.
The new route will be operated by the
278-seat Airbus A330 wide-body aircraft.
Hawaiian’s business class (referred to as first
class on U.S. domestic flights) cabin features
18 lie-flat leather seats that transform into
180-degree beds at a roomy 20.5 inches
wide and 76 inches long.
Aligned in a 2-2-2 configuration, the seats
are ideally tailored to leisure guests such as
couples, families and honeymooners, while
offering functionality to the business traveller.
Each aircraft also features 68 extra
comfort main cabin seats, which offer a
generous 36-inch pitch for extra leg room
and priority boarding.

Australians travelling to Boston from
Australia on a continuous international travel
itinerary enjoy Hawaiian’s industry-leading
international checked baggage allowance of
64kg (2 x 32kg).
“The Commonwealth is excited to
welcome Hawaiian Airlines to Logan Airport,
providing a new connection between our
states,” said Charlie Baker, Governor of
Massachusetts.
“This route will provide travellers
from Hawaii direct access to all that the
Commonwealth has to offer, including our
nation-leading innovation economy, while
also making travel for New England residents
to Hawaii easier.”
David O’Donnell, Senior Manager
of Media Relations at Greater Boston
Convention & Visitors Bureau, added his
congratulations on the new service.
“We are excited to welcome visitors from
Hawaii to the Commonwealth and afford
them access to all of New England – a region
rich in cultural, commercial, recreational and
historical assets.
“We also see this new route as an
important feeder for visitors coming from
Asia and Oceania to Boston. In all, this nonstop route will be a tremendous boost to our
visitor economy,” said Mr O’Donnell.
■ hawaiianairlines.com.au
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at the end of the day our aim is to deliver the
most authentic local hospitality that we can,
which we do through culture, values and
often through music.
There are a lot of properties on the beach,
but what sets us apart is something we
call ‘The Outrigger Way’. It’s a value-based
hospitality model that promotes a balance
between caring for the host, caring for the
guests and caring for the place.

Q: Talking of guests, how do you view
your Australian visitors?
A: We love having Australians at our

MAKING PLANS THE
OUTRIGGER WAY
A possible return to Australia, a $200 million investment
plan…and our love of Vegemite! These were just some of the
topics discussed when Traveltalk met Sean Dee, Executive Vice
President & Chief Marketing Officer, Outrigger Hospitality Group,
during their Global Showcase in Sydney.
Q: It’s been four years since Outrigger
had a presence in Australia. Is there a
chance you might return Down Under?
A: We’re actively engaged in looking at
properties – our CEO was just in Brisbane
– so it’s definitely on our short list. We have
just got to make sure the deal makes sense,
but I would expect to see an Outrigger resort
flag here within 12 months.
Australia, North America and Japan, as well
as additional properties in Hawaii, are where
we’re looking to expand the Outrigger brand.

Q: There are big plans ahead for
Outrigger, now you’re owned by KSL
Capital Partners.
A: The intent is a $200 million overall
enhancement plan to our Waikiki properties,
starting with a complete $35 million
renovation of Waikiki Beachcomber by
Outrigger.
Every element of the property has been
re-imagined and the feedback has been
great so we can’t wait to debut it to the
world. It’s a time of re-invention in Waikiki
and we’re excited to be part of that.
We’ve had a long reputation for a
great service culture, authenticity and
understanding local culture. This is a great
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properties – a quarter of the quests we have
at Outrigger Waikiki are Aussies, but we see
big numbers at all of our properties.
We’ve added Voyager 47 club lounges
to both of the beachfront properties –
Outrigger Reef and Outrigger Waikiki - and
we now serve Vegemite for breakfast
along with two local beers on tap. The club
lounges have been extremely popular with
our Australian travellers.

Q: It sounds like an exciting time to be
working for Outrigger.
A: It’s never dull! With our new ownership
we now have some capital to deploy to
enhance our existing product and also to
expand the brand. The Outrigger brand has
been around 71 years and it’s my role to be
the steward for the next period of time.
■ outrigger.com

opportunity for us to not only get the new
product into the market but in fact lead the
market once again.

Q: What kind of experience are you
going to get at an Outrigger property?
A: Our goal is to be the premier beach resort
brand in the world. It’s pretty ambitious for
a small, regional hospitality company but it’s
really galvanised the whole organisation.
When you stay with us you’re going to
be in a tremendous location in an iconic
destination with world-class hospitality. But

Top: Waikiki Beachcomber by Outrigger has
undergone a $35m renovation
Above: Agents attending Outrigger’s Global
Showcase

Sean Dee, Executive Vic
e President and
Chief Marketing Officer,
Outrigger

$75 Booking Bonus
Book your clients at Outrigger Reef Waikiki Beach Resort
and you can earn a $75 booking bonus on all Suite categories.
Become an Outrigger Expert Agent today.
Visit OutriggerAgent.com
Offer valid for qualified stays of 5 or more nights in Suite categories at
Outrigger Reef Waikiki Beach Resort. Book by 12/31/19 for stays through 3/31/20.
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USA: Special Report

Meet the fastest
draw in the West
Fort Worth is one of the fastest growing cities in America,
with the youngest population of any of the State’s major
cities. In this exclusive report, Traveltalk Managing Editor
JON UNDERWOOD travelled to Texas to meet some of the
people who are making it happen.
OK, BEFORE we start, I have to declare an
interest.
Five years ago, I was invited on the
inaugural Qantas flight from Sydney to
Dallas/Fort Worth airport.
I got to fly business class, I had dinner
with John Travolta…and I developed a
massive crush on Fort Worth.
So when the opportunity to re-visit came
up through a lucky door prize (thanks again,
Qantas!), I jumped at the chance to see if it
had just been infatuation or le grand amour.
I’m pleased to report that I have spoken to
her father and Fort Worth and I are officially
ready to settle down.
I mean, where else in the world can you
view an original Michelangelo painting in
the morning and watch cowboys herding
longhorn cattle down the street in the
afternoon?
Indeed, “Cowboys and culture” is the city’s
marketing catch-cry, but there is so much
more to Fort Worth than just that, an almost
palpable sense of optimism and enthusiasm
on the streets that is hugely infectious.
It’s probably why this is one of the fastest
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growing cities in America, with the youngest
population of any big city in the State.
Betsy Price is the city’s effervescent mayor,
who has seen the population grow by more
than 100,000 in her eight years in office. So
what’s the attraction?
“Everyone says this is the Texas you want
Texas to be.
“It’s a great draw for families and children,
with great schools and an excellent quality
of life. People just love being here.
“But the good news is we still maintain
our authenticity. We are considered the
biggest city with a home town attitude.”
Betsy has definitely noticed a lot more
Aussie accents around the city since the
direct flights began, which is why she’s
heading Down Under this month to speak
directly to the travel industry.
“No-one can tell our story like local
people can and being mayor you can tell the
story as well as anybody else and I’m also a
native Fort Worthian. This will be my third
trip to Australia and the chance to meet
people face to face is very valuable.”

Left and top: Cattle drives and authentic
costumes at the Fort Worth Stockyards
Above: Wonder Woman costume at the
National Cowgirl Museum and Hall of Fame

MAKING ART, STREET SMART
When you mention the word ‘museum’ to
anyone under 25, you usually get a look of
pained indifference.
But in Fort Worth, which has more than a
dozen top-class museums, they are working
hard to actively involve and entice the local
‘yoof’ through the doors.
Jessica Brandrup is the Head of Marketing
and Public Relations at the Kimbell Art
Museum, known as ‘America’s best small
museum’. Among its permanent collection
is Michelangelo’s first painting, The Torment
of Saint Anthony, believed to have been
painted when he was 12 or 13.
As we sit in the gallery and watch the
afternoon crowd study the exhibits, Jessica
explains how they are trying to get the
young ‘uns to put down their I-phones and
enjoy art.
Social media is the obvious starting point,
delivering information about relevant events
at the museum. A couple of years ago they
founded Kimbell Fest, where up and coming
Texas bands would play on the lawn and

COWBOYS & CULTURE

Left: Water Lilies by Monet, part of an
exhibition at the Kimbell Art Museum
opening in June
Above: Trail ride around Lake Benbrook
families could enjoy art-making activities. It
clearly struck a chord.
“Recently we’ve been trying to create
more intimate and meaningful experiences,
where we can create friendships with our
visitors,” she told me.
This has involved setting up a Social
Club, where singer-songwriters perform
and chefs provide street food. A Teen
Council has been established to develop
specific programs to encourage this age
group to use the museum. And the annual
‘Red Party’ aimed at those aged 25 to 35
has become the hottest ticket in town.
“These young adults are our
ambassadors and they teach us.
“The world is changing so fast and what
they are interested in and how they are
receiving, collecting and using information
is unique to them, so having them onboard
is really nice.”

Having grown up on a diet of John Wayne
and Clint Eastwood movies, it was only natural
that I would be drawn to the historic Fort Worth
Stockyards, where Western heritage and customs
are honoured, preserved and maintained.
From the aforementioned twice-daily cattle
drive (which celebrates its 20th anniversary this
year) to mock shoot outs and rodeos, this is
cowboy town.
While the cynics may deem it slightly kitsch, I
loved every rootin’-tootin’ moment of it.
A $175 million refurbishment will begin rolling
out later this year, with a new boutique hotel,
restaurants and extended activities among the
projects scheduled.
But it’s not only cowboys who are remembered
in Fort Worth. The excellent National Cowgirl
Museum and Hall of Fame has just unveiled a $5.5
million renovation of its second floor by Parisbased designers Projectiles, extending the range of
exhibits honouring the women who helped shape
the West.
I was given a sneak preview before the new
section opened and can report that the displays
are fascinating and educational, with the
highlight being the twice-hourly, horse-themed
footage shown on the walls.
I also enjoyed designing my own horse, shirt
and boots on an interactive digital machine –
although I doubt any self-respecting cowboy
would have worn them!
If all this nostalgia makes you hanker for
horseback, head to Benbrook Stables, where
you can enjoy a trail ride around Lake Benbrook.
They’ve been in business since 1957 and my
daughter and I really enjoyed the chance to release
our inner cowboy (and girl).
Fort Worth also offers trail rides of a different
kind. Mellow Johnny’s is a bike shop at Clearfork
which can not only set you up to go riding across
more than 100 kilometres of trails, but there’s also
a café, restaurant and showers (very important) for
the adventurous types.

THE THREE C’S

• Fort Worth is now the 15th largest

city in the U.S. and expected to
be 12th after the 2020 census. It is
now larger than Denver, Charlotte,
Seattle and Indianapolis.

• Fort Worth has the youngest

average age population of Texas’
major cities, at 31.5 years old.

• Fort Worth was named the first
music-friendly city in Texas.
• In addition to the population

numbers, the city is home to
companies that thrive on a young,
educated workforce – from the
world’s largest airline, American,
to Bell, designing a flying taxi in
partnership with Uber.

I only spent three days in Fort Worth but
even in that short space of time I could see
what all the fuss was about. It may be the city of
cowboys and culture, but Jessica Brandrup has
a different ‘c’ word to describe it.
“One of the coolest things about Fort Worth is
that there’s a sense of collaboration in the city that
you wouldn’t necessarily see in other places.
“It feels like everyone wants everyone else to
succeed, so there’s this sense of community and
friendship, even within businesses and different
movements, which is quite exciting.
“It has become the city that I always wanted
to live in.”
Qantas flies from Sydney to Dallas/Fort Worth
six times per week, with return economy fares
starting at $1,255.
A new commuter rail link connects DFW Airport
and downtown Fort Worth for $2.50 each way.
■ fortworth.com
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Fabulous five
add their signatures
THE CANADIAN Signature Experiences (CSE)
collection has expanded with the addition of
five new members from across the country.
The CSE is a curated collection of more
than 200 once-in-a-lifetime travel
experiences that show international
travellers – and Canadians – what Canada is
all about.
From exploring Vancouver Island’s back
roads and ancient rainforests in a Jeep, to
encountering Newfoundland and Labrador’s
historic communities, the five new members
highlight the diverse adventures available
throughout Canada.
“From cruising off-road to sampling
tantalising cuisine to witnessing our most
remarkable natural phenomena, the new
additions to our Canadian Signature
Experiences collection offer travellers the
chance to have experiences that can’t be
found anywhere else in the world,” said the

Battle Harbour,
Newfoundland and
Labrador. Picture courtesy
Destination Canada

The five new members are:

•
•
•
•
•

West Coast Overlanding Escape by Hastings Overland, British Columbia
Aurora Village ViTeepee Experience by Aurora Village, Northwest Territories
Newfoundland Circumnavigation by Adventure Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador
Inglewood Edibles – Made by Mavericks by Alberta Food Tours, Alberta
Battle Harbour – Forgotten in Time by Battle Harbour Historic Trust, Newfoundland
and Labrador

Honourable Mélanie Joly, Minister of Tourism,
Official Languages and La Francophonie.
“The vital role that tourism plays in
sustaining a vibrant economy in every
community across Canada cannot be
underestimated.
“Destination Canada estimates that
Canada’s tourism sector contributed $102.5
billion to the economy in 2018.”
The five new experiences were chosen for
their insight into Canada’s welcoming

people, nature and rich, diverse culture.
“Our Canadian Signature Experiences
collection offers something special for every
type of traveller,” said David F. Goldstein,
President and CEO, Destination Canada.
“They are designed to offer, not just
bucket-list experiences, but unforgettable
adventures that promise to transform visitors
to Canada and inspire them to consider new
ways of exploring our country.”
■ destinationcanada.com/en

Get in quick to grab best deals
EVERGREEN CRUISES & Tours has released its
latest Canada, Alaska and USA brochure, with
itineraries ranging from14 to 25 days.
The company is experiencing a record
year for travel to Canada with many 2019
departures sold out from early in the season.
Next year looks to be just as strong with
sales already up 50 per cent over last year.
“Now it is the time to secure the best
prices for our remaining 2019 departures
and our early release 2020 departures,”
said Angus Crichton, Director of Sales,
Marketing and Product for Evergreen
Cruises & Tours.
“Evergreen continues to offer the best
value Canada and Alaska product on the
market and our 2020 pricing and deals in
this brochure will be the best offered in the
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coming season – along with our unbeatable
value for money and quality service
commitment.”
Early bird deals which end on June 30 or
until sold out include:

•
•

•

Two for one airfare including taxes on
journeys of 18 days or longer
Solo travellers get 50 per cent off
economy class airfares on journeys
of 18 days or longer, $950 per person
discount on journeys of 18 days
or longer, and $500 per 		
person on 14-day itineraries if the
flight deal is not taken
Save up to $800 per couple with
Evergreen’s Early Payment Discounts.

■ evergreentours.com.au

CANADA

Superdeals and
special offers

Rocky Mountaineer, Banff National Park

X marks the spot
CALGARY WILL host the X Games in 2020,
2021 and 2022, making it the first city in
Canada to ever do so.
The four-day extreme sports event,
featuring skiing and snowboarding
competitions, such as Big Air, Slopestyle
and Superpipe, has achieved global
popularity since being first televised in
2002, attracting the world’s
best athletes.

As well as action on the slopes, the
event includes a music festival featuring
top artists. X Games will be the highlight
of Calgary’s winter calendar and the
perfect complement to its major summer
event, the Calgary Stampede.
■ keepexploring.canada.travel

TOWERING GLACIERS and sticky maple syrup
are just the beginning as APT launches their
new 2020 Canada & Alaska featuring USA prerelease brochure.
To celebrate the launch, the company is
offering some special deals when customers
book by May 23.
Travellers can take advantage of offers
like companion fly free including taxes. This
deal is available on selected itineraries across
many of APT’s 2020 departures. There’s also
a bonus early bird payment discount of $600
per couple.
Other ‘Superdeals’ include fly premium
economy from $2,595 and fly business class
from $5,995.
Some of APT’s most popular itineraries
are back for 2020, including explorations of
both east and west sides of Canada, a cruise
through Alaska’s Inside Passage and the
must-see cities of the USA.
A particular favourite is ‘Rockies Odyssey
& Alaska Cruise’, a return trip from Vancouver
which covers all the highlights.
Guests will enjoy a rail journey between the
peaks of the Canadian Rockies, two nights at
the ‘Jewel of the Rockies’ and a cruise through
the Inside Passage featuring Glacier Bay.
Travel east on the Rocky Mountaineer,
taking in panoramic views of the Coast
Mountains, Hell’s Gate and the Spiral Tunnels
from your bi-level, glass-dome carriage.
In Banff, Jasper and Whistler, travellers will
enjoy Freedom of Choice sightseeing and
dining inclusions.
Signature Experiences on this itinerary
include a visit to the Butchart Gardens
before opening hours and dining in the
original Butchart residence. You’ll also head
to the Capilano Suspension Bridge Park
for breakfast before the crowds arrive and
discover the natural history of Lake Louise
with an expert heritage guide.
Prices start at $12,795 twin share on
Holland America Line’s MS Konigsdam.
Book before May 23 to take advantage
of the companion fly free including taxes
‘Superdeal’.

Earn Qantas
Points with APT

Calgary in winter

APT has teamed up with Qantas to
offer Qantas Frequent Flyer members
the ability to earn points when
booking APT holidays. Guests can earn
one Qantas Point per $1 spent on APT
North America holidays.
■ aptouring.com.au/destinations/
canada-alaska
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SEE JUST WHAT
YUKON DISCOVER
ON THE OPEN ROAD
CANADA AND Alaska Travel Connection has
taken all the guesswork out of self-driving
around Yukon.
Their ‘Highlights of Yukon’ package
provides more than enough opportunities to
explore and discover this beautiful region of
Canada on your own.
Travel during the summer to behold the
midnight sun, or during the early autumn to
witness the Northern Lights.
Trek alongside mighty rivers, explore the
environment, enjoy the wildlife and discover
the rich history of this remarkable region.

Explore Yukon’s Capital: Whitehorse
This is the largest city in Northern Canada.
Wander around Whitehorse and form a first
impression on the land you’re about to get
to know in the next 12 days.
Venture to the Yukon Wildlife Preserve,
an area with more than 280 hectares of
exceptional wildlife and diverse natural
habitats. It’s a remarkable facility where you
can observe and learn about the native flora
and fauna of Canada.

Travel the South Klondike Highway
A journey through the historic Klondike
Highway will surround you with panoramic
views of mountains, lakes and waterfalls.
While crossing the White Pass, you’ll be
greeted by the unique landscape of the
Tormented Valley, a sub-arctic tundra with
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a one-of-a-kind ecosystem that can be
explored by foot.
Along the way, you will come across
Tutshi Lake, Tagish Lake and Emerald Lake,
all of which are prime spots for snapping
that perfect Instagram shot.

Board the Alaska Ferry to Haines
Once you arrive in Skagway, you’ll be
free to roam around the city centre and see
preserved historical sites, as well as admire
the vast landscape on the outskirts of town.
Take the ferry to Haines in the afternoon
and experience a relaxing ride that will take
you through the Lynn Canal, a fjord that
offers sightings of orcas.
In Haines you can explore the scenery of
the Valley of the Eagles, noting the incredible
number of American bald eagles during
the fall season attracted by the late run of
salmons in Chilkat River.

Stop over at Haines Junction
Hike along the shores of Kluane Lake,
making your way to Sheep Mountain to see
the famous Dall sheep on the slopes. Continue
driving on the Alaska Highway to Tok.

Cross the Yukon River
to Dawson City
From Tok, board a ferry that will take
you to Dawson City, where you will be
transported back in time.
Visit historical sites such as the city
museum, the Grand Palace Theatre and the
SS Keno. Go on a short drive to the Midnight
Dome for a memorable vista of the region.

Drive along Chilkat Pass

Take the scenic route going back

The road trip then takes you to the Haines
Highway and the Chilkat Pass, the highest
summit on the highway. Tour the Klukshu, a
native fish camp with a creek where you can
spot grizzlies during salmon season.
After that, visit the Chilkat Bald Eagle
Preserve before making your way to the
Kluane National Park & Reserve, home to
Runestone. Picture
Canada’s highest peak, Mount Logan, and
courtesy Tourism Ireland
the world’s largest non-polar icefields.

For more information, contact Canada Alaska
Travel Connection (a division of Entire Travel
Group)
■ canadaalaskatravel.com.au

Heading south at your own pace, consider
taking a quick stop at the Five Finger Rapids
and walking down the trail to inspect the
rapids of Yukon River. Before the sun sets,
you should arrive back at Whitehorse, where
it all started...

Highlights
of the Yukon

11 NIGHTS
FROM

2,279*

A$

A self-drive through Yukon is one
of the best ways to experience this
pristine wilderness

Per Person
Twin Share

Travel to Yukon, a territory located in North Western Canada known as the home of the Klondike Gold Rush
and Mount Logan, Canada’s highest mountain, on this thrilling 12-day self-drive package.
HIGHLIGHTS
Highlights of the Yukon: This exclusive 11 night itinerary ticks all the Canada bucket list!
• Explore Yukon’s scenic drives
• Great wildlife viewing
KA
ALASKA
Dawson
• Yukon Wildlife Preserve
• Alaska Marine Highway Ferry
Tok
• Skagway & Tok, Alaska
• Chances of seeing Northern Lights
Beaver

YUKON
NM

NORTHWEST
TERRITORIES

YUKON

Creek

INCLUDES
• 11-night accommodation
• 11-day full-size rental car
• Admission to Yukon Wildlife Preserve
• Alaska Marine Highway Ferry
Departure Dates:
Select departure from late May to early September 2019

Wrangell-St. Elias
National Park

Haines
Junction

Whitehorse

(Entrance to Kluane NP)

Kluane
National
Park

GULF OF
ALASKA

Skagway
Haines

USA

*Terms & Conditions apply

1300 794 959 | info@canadaalaskatravel.com.au | www.canadaalaskatravel.com.au

DOMESTIC TRAVEL: Western Australia

The coast
with the most
THE CORAL Coast is a destination in Western
Australia that truly lives up to its name.
World Heritage Listed Ningaloo Reef is
a 260-kilometre coral reef where you can
quite literally walk into the sea, put on a
snorkel and marvel at what lies beneath the
inviting turquoise blue water.
Nowhere else on the planet can you
access a large coral reef so easily.
It’s here you can come face-to-fin with
some 500 species of fish, graceful manta
rays and turtles, as you glide over 300
varieties of colourful coral.
For real adventure-lovers, nothing
compares to the exhilaration of swimming
with the world’s largest fish – the gentle
whale sharks who visit Ningaloo Reef
between late March and mid-July and can
grow up to 16-metres long.
Between June and November, Ningaloo

Ocean Park. Picture courtesy
Tourism Western Australia

Reef welcomes another mammoth visitor,
as humpback whales make their annual
migration.
Whale watching tours operate from Coral
Bay and Exmouth, but if you miss the boat,
you might catch the turtle nesting and
hatching season when tours run from late
January to February.
Or, if you prefer to stay dry, glass-bottom
boat tours offer a window to this underwater
wonderland.
Visitors can also explore Cape Range
National Park, a spectacular landscape of
rugged limestone ranges, deep canyons and
60 kilometres of pristine beaches.
Take a guided walk up ManduMandu
gorge and you’ll be able to spot native
wildlife. Vlaming Head Lighthouse is also
a must stop to take in a panoramic view of
Ningaloo’s famous sunset.

Sal Salis,
Ningaloo Reef

For a touch of supreme luxury, you can
spend a few nights at one of the world’s
most impressive glamping sites, Sal Salis.
Its luxurious and secluded safari tents
nestle in the reef side sand dunes where you
can indulge in sunset canapés followed by a
dinner served under the stars.
■ westernaustralia.com/seeningaloo

SHARK BAY ADDS SOME EXTRA BITE
THE WORLD Heritage Listed Shark Bay region has added to its tourism offering with a
number of new tours.
Bay Dive and Marine Safaris at Ocean Park specialise in scuba diving, snorkelling and
scenic wildlife tours of Steep Point and Dirk Hartog Island, and is the only PADI Dive Centre in
Shark Bay.
Shark Bay 4WD is a guided driving eco-tour of the Shark Bay region, visiting scenic
locations such as Francois Peron National Park, Steep Point and Hamelin Pool stromatolites.
Also on offer are half and full day tours of Dirk Hartog Island, with transfer either via boat
or scenic flight. The small group tours specialise in 4WD, snorkelling and scenic wildlife
experiences.
Meanwhile Dirk Hartog Island has launched a new ‘Walking with Whales’ tour. The four-day
guided walk takes in the island’s sandy beaches, rare native wildlife and humpback whale
sightings as they migrate along WA’s coastline.
Operating from May to September each year, the tours begin with a boat safari from
Denham and each afternoon walkers are transferred by 4WD to the island’s rustic, luxury ecolodge where they will stay overnight.
Shark Bay is a two-hour flight or an eight-hour drive north from Perth on the Coral Coast.
■ westernaustralia.com
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NINGALOO REEF, EXMOUTH

The Coral Coast is a place in Western Australia that
truly lives up to its name. Your clients will be entranced
by kilometer after kilometer of breathtaking white sand
beaches. They’ll be able to quite literally walk into the
sea, put on a snorkel and marvel at what lies beneath
the inviting turquoise blue water.

World Heritage listed Ningaloo Marine Park is a 260km
coral reef, swarming with turtles and over 500 species
of tropical fish. A swim alongside manta rays or a
magnificent whale shark, the gentle-giant of the sea,
is an experience your clients will always treasure.
For more information, visit
westernaustralia.com/seeningaloo

EXPERIENTIAL TRAVEL

Putting the G into good
Here we look at some new
initiatives that are making
a difference to thousands
of lives across Africa.
FOLLOWING ON from the worldwide
celebration of International Women’s Day, G
Adventures has launched four new projects
empowering women and youth.
These new ‘G for Good’ initiatives in Africa
join 70 existing projects supported by G
Adventures and their non-profit partner,
Planeterra.
The projects were selected based on the
impact potential of G Adventures’ traveller
market on communities in each of the
destinations involved. They also reflect the
increase in travellers seen by the company
across Africa over the past 12 months.
More than 2,000 women have been
employed or trained through G for Good
projects around the world, with 20 of these
initiatives solely committed to empowering
women.
Kelly Galaski, Director of Global
Programmes for Planeterra, said the new
projects would continue G Adventures’
mission to empower and support women
and youth in the communities travellers visit.
“The tourism industry continues to be one
of the largest job creators in the world, with
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the ability to reach some of the most rural
and underserved people across the globe.
“But, despite 55 per cent of the tourism
workforce being made up of women, there
is often a lack of women in leadership roles.
“And, in many countries, women are
completely excluded from education and the
formal economy because of their gender.
“We are committed to supporting
projects, like these new initiatives in Africa,
which empower and offer fair employment
Above: Lusumpuko Zimbabwe
Below: Tribal Textiles Zambia
Photos courtesy G Adventures
and © Planeterra Foundation

to women, because when women succeed,
we all succeed.”
Among the 20 female-focused projects, G
Adventures sees many women successfully
overcoming social and gender inequality
each year.
In India, Women on Wheels, the country’s
first fleet of female-only chauffeurs, has
trained and secured employment for more
than 650 women from resource-poor areas
of urban India.

EXPERIENTIAL TRAVEL
In Monduli, Tanzania, a team of all-women
engineers from the Maasai community have
installed more than 500 clean cookstoves and
solar systems, offering safe cooking options
to the Maasai areas across the Serengeti.
Having opened in 2018, the Sthree Craft
Shop and Cafe in Sri Lanka has served 2,400
meals to travellers in their first year, offering
sustainable employment to women and
youth with disabilities.

Tribal Textiles
Mfuwe, Zambia
Despite recent economic growth, which
has generated employment in Zambia’s
urban regions, opportunities for the
country’s rural communities remain scarce.
This new project works with Tribal Textiles,
a community-run fabric workshop, café
and hand-painted textiles shop located just
outside of South Luangwa National Park.
It benefits 1,500 community members
and deters locals from turning to wildlife
poaching in the nearby park as a source of
income.
With the shop staff made up solely of
women and many of the Tribal Textiles
management also female, the project is also
one of the largest employers in the village of
Mfuwe, giving work to more than 100 local
people.
Now, all G Adventures 18-tothirtysomething trips travelling through
Mfuwe stop at Tribal Textiles and travellers can
learn how the textiles are made, enjoy lunch
at The Courthouse Café onsite which is run by
local chef, Dorica, and her team, and have the
opportunity to buy unique artisan souvenirs.

Lusumpuko Women’s Club
Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe
Following the inflation disaster in 2008,
approximately 95 per cent of the population
in Zimbabwe is unemployed or partake in
informal work.
Despite the traditional gender disparity,
many Zimbabwean women are taking
matters into their own hands, forming
cooperative groups to provide services like
tailoring, catering and animal husbandry.
The 20 ladies in the Lusumpuko Women’s
Club began as a group rearing chickens
and providing catering services for local
churches and events.
The new G for Good project welcomes
1,800 G Adventures travellers visiting Victoria
Falls each year and sees the women staging
a cooking demonstration of traditional
meals, much like their grandmothers and
mothers used to prepare.
The demonstration is followed by a meal
served farm-to-table with local in-season
ingredients. Rediscovering their cultural
history, the project has also seen the women
bonding as friends, creating a network of
support and empowerment for the women
and families of Lusumpuko.

Princess Sewing Cooperative
Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe
Faced by the same challenges as the
Lusumpuko Women’s Club, the ladies at the
Princess Cooperative were struggling to make
an income that could support their families.
Offering tailoring services in the
township of Mkhosana near Victoria Falls,
the women have been provided extensive
business training by Planeterra and now
offer a mending and laundry service to all
G Adventures travellers travelling through
Victoria Falls.
The income increase means the women can
now afford to pay school fees for their children
and even continue with their own education,
as many only attended primary levels.

AidChild’s Equation Café & Gallery
Kayabwe (Equator), Uganda
With approximately 130,000 children
under the age of 14 living with HIV in
Uganda, the need for support, medical
care and education to help them live long,
healthy lives is vital.

Top: Princess Sewing Zimbabwe. Above:
AidChild, Uganda. Photos courtesy
G Adventures and © Planeterra Foundation
Working with AidChild, this project
supports the non-profit’s mission to provide
support, medical care and education to the
children and youth living with HIV in Uganda.
All G Adventures travellers passing
through Uganda make a stop at AidChild’s
Equation Café and Gallery, located at the
equator line.
Here, travellers will enjoy the paintings
and crafts made by local artists, as well
as a meal made with traditional Ugandan
ingredients, but with a modern twist. A grant
has also been provided to train the nine staff
members working at the café and gallery.
■ gadventures.com.au; planeterra.org
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EXPERIENTIAL TRAVEL: Advertorial

RIVER CRUISING
FROM A UNIQUE
POINT OF VIEW
Here, we look at the new
Active & Discovery range
from Avalon Waterways.
THE GREATEST legends of the world were
never bystanders, so when travelling the
globe, why should you be?
Avalon Waterways’ new Active & Discovery
river cruises offer a deeper immersion into
each destination with the most engaging
activities imaginable.
Perfect your brushstrokes in a local art
studio or practice your J-strokes as you
canoe along legendary river banks.
Sear today’s catch in a lively cooking
class or steer a bicycle through the scenic
countryside.
From inspiring food and wine tastings to
invigorating jogging and hiking tours, Active
& Discovery river cruises along the Danube,
Rhine and Rhone were designed for every
type of doer.

ACTIVE: Exploration in motion
For the traveller who thrives on motion
and action, Avalon has created a broad
menu of energetic excursions.
You might find yourself on a jogging
tour through Amsterdam, on a biking tour
around Vienna, or even on a canoe trip on
the Danube.
From a climbing trip up to a medieval
castle to hiking in the forest, these included
excursions pack real get-up-and-go for those
who like to do the same.
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THE ADVENTURE IS UP TO YOU
– onboard or on shore

DISCOVERY: Interactive Pursuits
For those who believe that life is about
trying new things, Avalon presents an
inspiring selection of interactive excursions
created for the different kind of ‘doer’.
These hands-on experiences include
joining a painting class in an art studio
in Amsterdam, participating in a French
cooking class in Lyon and a medieval
knight’s tournament in Hungary.
Regional traditions come to life as you
shift from observer to participant in a variety
of creative outings.

CLASSIC: Keeping cruising simple
For those who like to keep it simple
yet fun, you’ll have an expert Local Guide
ready to escort you through the history and
heritage of local destinations.
You’ll marvel at the legends, lore and
spectacular architecture of iconic and
historic sites.

Since bikes, kayaks, walking sticks and
yoga mats won’t fit in your luggage, we made
room for them onboard every Suite Ship.
Based at the Adventure Centre in your
ship’s lobby, your Adventure Host holds
an impressive inventory of complimentary
goodies for individual pursuits.
Whether you want to track your steps for
the day or anchor yourself under a shady tree
with a picnic lunch, your Adventure Host is
on hand with the equipment, accessories and
maps you need to create the perfect outing.
In addition to included excursions and
onboard activities, Avalon’s selection
of optional excursions allows you to
personalise your experience to suit your
individual interests, passions and style.
Or, you can enjoy plenty of free-time
for independent adventures. Your local
Avalon Adventure Host is there to help with
suggestions and the exclusive AvalonGO
mobile app brings it all to life.
■ avalonwaterways.com.au

DIVE IN.

The greatest legends of the world were never bystanders, so when travelling the globe, why should you be?
Our Active & Discovery river cruises offer a deeper immersion into each destination with the most engaging
activities imaginable. Perfect your brushstrokes in a local art studio or practice your J-strokes as you canoe
along legendary riverbanks. Sear today’s catch in a lively cooking class or steer a bicycle through the scenic
countryside. From inspiring food and wine tastings to invigorating jogging and hiking tours, our Active &
Discovery river cruises along the Danube, Rhine and Rhône were designed for every type of doer.

Book by 30 MAY 2019 and SAVE UP TO $2,900* per couple.
Visit avalonwaterways.com.au
Call 1300 130 134
*Terms & conditions apply.

GREAT BRITAIN

EXCITE GUIDES OFFER
YOU A HELPING HAND
THE LONG standing partnership between
Excite Holidays and VisitBritain has seen
the creation of two bespoke ‘Discover Great
Britain’ destination guides.
The guides are designed to help travel
agents better sell to their clients by
providing them with an extensive range of
UK product, including more than 17,500
accommodation options and 2,500 activities.
The guides are housed on Excite’s content
platform, Excite Engage.
The first nine-page destination guide
allows agents to discover the best of England,
Scotland and Wales. It uncovers the best ways
to experience the capital cities of London,
Edinburgh and Cardiff, alongside the best of
Great Britain beyond these famous cities.
In London, there are essential experiences
listed like Westminster Abbey and Oxford
Street, with suggestions on great places to eat,
such as Pollen Street Social and Hoppers Soho.
Yet beyond London you’ve got the
thriving and diverse cities of Liverpool,
Manchester, Bath and Southampton, all of
which have plenty to offer – if you know
where to look.
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Balancing the old and the new, Cardiff is a
modern city with a castle, Victorian arcades
and a thriving craft beer scene. Yet outside
the capital you can explore mountains,
seaside towns and the natural beauty of
Wales.
The guide lists famous events like the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival and Royal Mile,
but also recommends heading to Glasgow
and Aberdeen, or even further afield to the
Isle of Skye and the Scottish Highlands to
discover the ‘real’ Scotland.
The second edition of Excite’s ‘Discover
Great Britain’ guide delves much deeper.
It uncovers the best restaurants, bars
and pubs, arts and culture, shopping
experiences, must see landmarks, festivals
and events across Britain.
It also has essential information on
suggested road trips by rail and car,
highlighting the excellent motorway and
train system that enables visitors to travel
the country at their own pace.
Accommodation options are also listed,
including hotels in London, Manchester,
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Cardiff.

LAUNCH PARTY
To celebrate the launch of the guides,
Excite and VisitBritain hosted a garden party
in Sydney recently.
Held at the Homestead in Centennial
Park, the VIP event saw more than 50 key
agents in attendance, enjoying some Britishthemed entertainment, food and drink.
The gin and tonic cocktail station was
particularly busy as agents enjoyed a
lolly station filled with British sweets and
cupcakes, grazing station, lawn games and
musicians playing acoustic versions of classic
hits from the 70’s, 80’s and 90s by British
artists. Many agents had their photo taken in
a London-style red telephone box.
The winner of the lucky door prize was
Belinda Farrelly from APP International
Travel, who collected a $500 Excite Holidays
voucher.
Others present included George
Christakis, Commercial Manager AUS & NZ,
VisitBritain; William Gabb, Regional Manager
at Excite Holidays; Brooke Hobson, Business
Development Manager at Excite Holidays;
Belinda Brown, Business Development
Manager at Excite Holidays; Cinzia Giacchi,
Marketing Manager at Excite Holidays; Tim
Bowrey, Strategy & Brand Marketing Manager
at Excite Holidays and Marie-Antoinette Issa,
Travel Writer at Excite Holidays.
■ exciteholidays.com; visitbritain.org

With over 400,000 hotels, 100,000 activities,
a world of transfers available, all with competitive
rates, instant conﬁrmation and 24/7 support,
we are the perfect partner for any travel agent.

EUROPE

5. The first revolving cable car

Just for the record

Not far from Lucerne is the
3,062-metre-high Mt. Titlis, home to
Europe’s highest suspension bridge
and the glacier chairlift ‘Ice Flyer’.
To get there, visitors must take a
scenic 30-minute ride on the Titlis
Rotair, the world’s first revolving
cable car travelling above the
spectacular alpine landscape.

Switzerland may be a small
country – roughly two-thirds
the size of Tasmania – but it
is big on achievements. Here,
Switzerland Tourism presents
10 of the country’s worldrecord breaking attractions.

2. Longest suspension bridge

6. Highest consumption of chocolate

Stretching across 494 metres, the Charles
Kuonen Bridge connects a hiking trail
between Grachen and Zermatt. Views from
the bridge are thrilling, being set against
the Matterhorn, the most photographed
mountain in the world.

Given Switzerland is well known for
its high quality chocolate, it comes as no
surprise that the Swiss enjoy indulging in
their country’s sweet treats, consuming an
average of 8.8 kilograms per person in 2017.
Switzerland’s most famous chocolate
brands include Nestle, Lindt and Toblerone.

1. World’s steepest cogwheel railway

With a long and legendary history dating
back to the 13th century, the Gotthard Base
Tunnel took 17 years to construct.
It stretches 57 kilometres through a
mountain at a depth of up to 2,300 metres.
Apart from being an engineering feat, the
Gotthard Base Tunnel also leads the way
in ecological evolution, being powered by
hydroelectricity.

With a 48-degree gradient, the cogwheel
railway is one of the biggest attractions on
Lake Lucerne.
Ascending 1,635 metres from Alpnachstad
(where the ferry stops), the railway travels
4,618 metres up to the fun park of Mt Pilatus.
Operating between May and November,
the ride takes about 30 minutes and
passes through rugged rock faces and lush
vegetation.
Cogwheel up Pilatus

3. Longest tunnel

4. Oldest covered wooden
footbridge
Dating back to the 14th century and
as part of the original fortifications, the
Chapel Bridge in Lucerne was destroyed
in a fire in 1993, but quickly restored back
to its original form.
A major highlight in Lucerne, the
bridge is decorated with pictorial panels
initially installed in the 17th century,
depicting historical scenes of the city
and country.
Chapel Bridge, Lucerne

7. Highest density of Michelin-starred
restaurants per capita
There are 128 Michelin-starred restaurants
in Switzerland, resulting in the country
having the most number of top-rated
restaurants per capita.
The latest Swiss restaurants that landed in
the Michelin guide include Focus in Vitznau
and Pavillon in Zurich.

8. Longest staircase
Located in the Bernese Alps, the pyramidshaped mountain peak of Niesen overlooks
Lake Thun in Interlaken. Ascending the
peak can be done via a funicular, or by the
impressive 11,674 steps. We recommend the
former!

9. Oldest vegetarian restaurant
Haus Hiltl in Zurich has a history dating back
to 1898. With a buffet offering more than 40
varieties of salads, an Indian buffet and fresh
food juices, Hiltl is today a popular dining
venue that is all about healthy indulgence.

10. Best tennis player
No list of Swiss achievements would be
complete without mentioning the world’s
best tennis player, Roger Federer, who was
born in Basel.
The nation’s art and architecture capital,
Basel is located on the River Rhine and
borders France and Germany.
■ myswitzerland.com
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EUROPE: Advertorial

Italy encompassed
IT IS home to mouth-watering food,
stunning scenery, incredible architecture
and an almost never-ending list of iconic
historic attractions.
Italy’s talents extend far beyond its art,
fashion and culinary expertise.
The country itself is one of nature’s
masterpieces with extraordinarily beautiful
backdrops that start in the Alps and extend
all the way down to the ancient ‘sea between
lands’, the Mediterranean Sea.
Tempo Holidays, the tailor-made
specialists, have a range of touring options
for the whole of Italy and are offering an 11day tour, ‘Italy Encompassed’, that has it all.
Explore Rome, Italy’s capital and one of
the world’s most romantic and charismatic
cities, before a full day excursion into the
vibrant city of Naples and Pompeii, where

Left: Pompeii. Above: The Colosseum
Below: Cinque Terre

you can walk down Roman streets that have
become a well-preserved slice of ancient life.
Visit picturesque olive groves and
vineyards in the rolling hills of Tuscany
to experience the delights of Siena and
San Gimignano then continue onwards to
Cinque Terre where you have the chance to
explore the villages and coastline by train
and on foot.
Travel north to experience the stunning
Lake Como and its impressive natural
landscape as well as the fashion and design
capital of the world, Milan, before you head
to Venice, home to the world-renowned
Grand Canal thoroughfare, which was a
major centre of the Renaissance.
This tailor-made FIT tour offered by Tempo
truly encompasses all that Italy has to offer.
■ tempoholidays.com

Como
Milan

Bellagio

CROATIA
Venice

ITALY
La Spezia

Adriatic Sea

Cinque Terre

INDIA

San Gimignano
Siena
Mediterranean Sea

Florence

Rome

Tailor-made
Specialists
Naples

Italy Encompassed
DAYS

FROM

$2,755*

Rome – Florence – Cinque Terre – Venice

*Terms and conditions apply. Prices are per person, twin share and subject to availability. See tempoholidays.com for full details.

Pompeii

Take in the highlights of Italy. Explore
Imperial Rome, the ruins of Pompeii before
heading to Renaissance Florence filled with
art masterpieces. Head out in the rolling
hills of Tuscany to experience the delights
of Siena and San Gimignano. Walk the trails
between the beautiful seaside villages of
the Cinque Terre. From Milan you visit Lake
Como, playground of the rich and famous,
before ending your journey amongst the
iconic canals of Venice.

Highlights:
• Marvel at the rolling hills of Tuscany and
enjoy a glass of local wine
• Explore the beautiful streets and hidden
cafes in Siena and San Gimignano
• Set sail on a relaxing cruise on stunning
Lake Como
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ASIAN ESCAPES: Advertorial

Escape your world.
Discover ours

Wendy Wu Tours have an extensive range of
tour across Asia and now South America.
NO ONE knows touring like Wendy Wu Tours.
It was 25 years ago that Wendy
personally escorted her first tour to China.
Since then the company has continued to
expand its expertise and offering widely
across Asia and beyond.
They have perfected their range of tours
to capture the very essence of Asia – so
you’re not just admiring the top sights but
truly discovering them.
With an incredible heritage and
foundation across Asia they have recently
expanded their operations across South
America – offering unique experiences and
comprehensive itineraries spanning Chile,
Peru, Brazil, Argentina and more.
Wendy Wu Tours has an extensive
product offering, ranging from fullyinclusive Classic Tours – with everything
taken care of for you: from visa, to transfers
and even every meal – to their Immerse
Yourself range, which as the name suggests
‘immerses’ travellers into the culture and
ways of life of each and every destination.
A Tailor-Made package gives your
client control of their holiday but with the
comfort of Wendy Wu Tours taking care of
all the minor details led by their expert, on
the ground team.
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Or maybe your client is riding solo? With
a specially curated range of Solo adventures
they will never be truly alone.
And last but definitely not least, their
Deluxe Collection is perfect for the discerning
traveller looking for that extra special holiday
sparkle.
Regardless of travel style, the experienced
Wendy Wu Tours crew can help you identify
which tour is the best fit. All your clients
need to do now is pick their dream holiday
destination!
China captivates travellers young and old
with its unique blend of bustling cities, soaring
mountains and sprawling natural planes.
With countless bucket list attractions,
from the mysterious Terracotta Warriors to
the majestic Yangtze River and the expansive
Great Wall, China is a destination you will keep
going back to!
Japan is like nowhere else in the world. Its
isolated history and rich culture has enabled
this unique civilisation to blossom over the
years, and today it thrives in an eclectic mix of
tradition and contemporary.
Escape the buzzing metropolis of Tokyo as
you gaze at the mesmerising cherry blossoms,
glimpse a geisha and wander through the
many tranquil temples.

Top: Himeji Castle, Japan
Left: India Gate, New Delhi
India emits a special energy unlike any
other destination, a melting pot of sights,
sounds, spirituality and smells.
It is a nation full of cultural experiences,
diverse landscapes, enigmatic people and
grandeur palaces. One visit will not be enough.
Sri Lanka is equally as enigmatic, with a
deep connection to nature, their historical
livelihood has strong roots with the sea,
fields and mountains producing famous
herbs, spices and tea.
Southeast Asia is full of breathtaking
natural beauty and the region carries with it
a quiet peace and happy energy unique to
itself.
Each country within this captivating
region maintains their own distinct
personality, yet together they make up the
vibrant sights and sounds of Southeast Asia.
With Wendy Wu Tours Great Asia
Stocktake Sale your clients won’t want to
miss out on a tour to Asia in 2019.
■ wendywutours.com.au/agents
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ASIAN ESCAPES

GO A LITTLE WILD
ADVENTURE WORLD Travel’s newly
released 2019-20 Asia portfolio includes
new responsible wildlife options and more
opportunities to discover the lesser explored
areas of China and Cambodia.
The company has also re-introduced tailormade Mongolia (pictured) to the collection
with ‘Handpicked Mongolia’ being the perfect
introduction for those new to the country.
Travellers will stay overnight at a ger
camp near Lake Hovsgol, horse trek through
forested peaks of the Khoridal Saridag
Mountain and hike through Yol Valley
National Park.
“We don’t take the decision to enter into

a new destination lightly,” said Neil Rodgers,
Managing Director Adventure World.
“With Mongolia there was certainly the
demand to warrant its inclusion, therefore
through a comprehensive product review over
the last six months we refined the offering to
be suited to the Adventure World traveller and
style that our agents expect from us.
“Our offering in Mongolia will expand
further throughout 2019.”
Included in the new collection are
itineraries where travellers can spend time
with tribal communities in Malaysia, sail the
undeveloped islands of Myanmar’s Southeast
coast and explore the paradise of Komodo.

Hot off the press
TRAVELMARVEL HAVE launched their 2020 China, Japan and
South Korea brochure.
Partnering once again with the award-winning Great Rail
Journeys, Travelmarvel showcases journeys by rail and river
travel across China, Japan and, for the first time, into South
Korea.
Explore China with views from the Great Wall and a rail
journey across the ‘Roof of the World’ to Tibet. Immerse
yourself in Japan’s ancient culture and witness the beauty of
cherry blossom season.
On the new eight-day ‘Taste of South Korea’ itinerary, guests
can discover the unique flavours of the country with kimchimaking and a smoky BBQ dinner.
Starting and ending in Seoul, the tour crosses the country
to learn all about the enigmatic cultural wonders. Witness the
changing of the guard ceremony at Gyeongbokgung Palace
and delve into one of the country’s most fascinating points of
interest, the Demilitarised Zone between north and south.
Pricing starts at $3,795 per person twin share. Two
departures on this holiday are during South Korea’s cherry
blossom season.
A range of strictly limited, special early bird offers are
available when booking tours in the new brochure.
These offers include fly free deals on holidays of 22 days
or longer and on the ‘Grand Tour of China’, as well as an early
payment discount, or travel with friends and save.
Other holidays across China, Japan and South Korea of 19
days or less offer a saving of up to $2,000 per couple. All offers
can also be combined with an early payment discount or travel
with friends and save.
■ travelmarvel.com.au
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New for 2019 is a dedicated ‘Eastern
Cambodia Explorer’ program, where
clients explore the lesser-visited parts of
the country, home to a vast number of
elephants.
Travellers can visit the Elephant Valley
Project, where guests can see these gentle
giants in a semi-wild state in the reserve and
learn about the work involved in keeping
the sanctuary running.
As a longstanding partner with World
Animal Protection [WAP], Adventure World
Travel strictly adheres to a policy of no
elephant rides in any of its programs.
■ adventureworld.com.au

®

ESCAPE YOUR WORLD

Discover Ours
AMAZING VALUE &
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES

SAVE
UP TO
PP
$500

Inspiring tours to Asia from $3,480PP

To book your clients call us on 1300 727 998 or book via our
agent portal wendywutours.com.au/agents
Valid for sale until 24 June 2019 unless sold out prior. Valid for travel on selected flight inclusive group tours on selected dates between 8 July and 21 November 2019 from selected Australian cities. Applicable on twin share basis and
single supplements apply (unless booking on specific Solo Tours). Valid for new bookings only. Advertised prices include savings. Savings based on availability of partner airline, special economy class fare and specific airfare class.
Surcharges apply once seats are sold out. Advance seat selection on flights is not available. Prices and taxes correct as at 22 March 19. A non-refundable deposit of $1,300 per person is due within 3 days of booking or quote is not
guaranteed. Balance of payment due 75 days prior to departure. Full payment required immediately for departures within 75 days. All air is ticketed upon receipt of deposit or full payment for bookings departing within 75 days and
any changes made after ticketing may incur an amendment and/or cancellation fee. Names as per passport including middle names must be provided at time of booking. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer or loyalty discount.
Surcharges apply for after-hours transfers. For imminent departures, urgent visa fees may apply, or passengers may be required to source visas independently. Airline fuel surcharge (where applicable) included, and subject to change.
All services are subject to availability. Due to airline connections, extra nights’ accommodation may be required at additional expense. Visit wendywutours.com.au for full details. ATAS: A10517.

Fully lie-flat seating on flights to Honolulu
Experience a new level of comfort in Hawaiian Airlines
Business Class flying between Sydney or Brisbane and
Honolulu. With a unique, luxurious, island inspired design
and our authentic Hawaiian hospitality, you'll have arrived in
the islands the moment you settle in.
Learn more at HawaiianAirlines.com.au
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HAWAIIAN
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